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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A. Alienation
It would be difficult to over-emphasize the importance which the
concept of alienation has assumed in modern social thinking.

Melvin Seeman,

for instance, can write, "• •• In one form or another, the concept of
alienation dominates both the contemporary literature and the history of
sociological thought. 01

Indeed, in the same article, Seeman quotes from

Eric Kahler's The Tower and the Abyss: ''The history of man could very well
be written as a history of the alienation of man. 02

While the latter

quotation is a more sweeping statement than his own, there is not indication
that Seeman disagrees.

Seeman's own statement, however, is more pertinent

here, and it is not difficult to agree with him.

A survey of sociological literature reveals that alienation has
been considered in at least the following contexts: criminality,> mental

1

Melvin See11an, "On the Meaning of Alienation," American Sociological
ReTiev, 24 (December, 1959), 783.

-

2

Ibid.

3G. Nettler, "Antisocial Sentiment and Criminality," American

~iological

Revi!Y, 24 (April, 1959), 202-08.
l

2

illness, 1 mass media,

2

politics, 3 prejudice,

4

role conflict, 5 and class

status. 6 Nor do these exhaust the possibilities.

One writer surveyed the

literature and compiled the following list which he says theorists have
suggested as possible correlates of alienation: apathy, authoritarianism,

conformity, cynicism, hoboism, political apotby, political hyperactivity,
personalization in politics, prejudice, privatization, psychosis, regression,
and suicide.

7

One would be hard-pressed to name a social or psychological problem
in which the concept of alienation could be eliminated as a factor.

The

concept has become so important that Richard Hofstadter can point out that
some intellectuals feel that "alienation in the intellectual is not simply
accepted, as a necessary eon.sequence of the pursuit of truth or of some

artistic vision, but that a negative stance or posture toward society is
1 R. Sommer and R. Hall, "Alienation and Mental Illness," American
Sociological Review, 23 (August, 1958), 418-20.
2

J. McLeod, "Alienation and Uses of the Mass Media," Public Opinion
Q¥arterly, 29 (Winter, 1965-66), 583-94.
3M.E. Olsen, "Alienation and Political Opinions," Public Opinion
Quarterly, 29 (Summer, 1965), 200-12.
4Allen H. Roberta and Milton Rokeach, "Anomie, Authoritarianism and
Prejudice: A Replication," .American Journal of Sociology, 61 (Januar1,
1956), 355-58.

5L.A. Zurcher, "Value Orientation, Role Confiict, and Alienation from
Work: A Cross-Cultural Study," American Sociological Review, 30 (August,
1965), 539-48.

6c.M. Bonjean, "Class, Status, and Power Reputation," Sociology and
Social Research• 49 (October, 1964), 69-75.
?D.G. Dean, "Alienation: Ita Meaninc~ and Measurement," American
Sociological Review, 26 (October, 1961), '153-58.

prescribed as the only stance productive of artictic creativity or social
1
ins.1.ght or moral probity."
In short, a sense of alienation is to be
150 u;:i;ht

as a positiva

seal.

Whether one agrees with .such au

aaae:r:·tion or

not (H1)fstadter does not}, it is the clearest illuatrotion of the pervDeiveneas of the concept.
Some wri ter.s luwe preferrt-d to thicl: iu terUAs of cc.<..s;ec; rati:s.er

than correlates, when discussing alienation.

That is, they have written

about how elienation h8ppenecl to arise iu modern society.

One wl·itei·

places the blame on "the growth of psychoanalysis, psychiatry. psychology,

social work, end other pro.:essiona ••• "

2

Ri:s reasoning is that all of these

have removed from man s respoll8ibility for hia own uctioas by attempting

to explain them in ways external to himself.
Erich Fromm in Escape !rc-1'1 Freedom describes the individual' G

aH,enation as arising from a variety of social, economic, and :ps1cnological

factora. 3

w.

of slienation.

M. Gerson provides a concise statement of the multi-causality
He sees four basic causes which he labels as (1) the

techno-induatrial revolution, (2) t.he bureaucratic reorganh·.ation, (3) style
of consumption and leisure life, and (4) disenchantment and the Freudian

1 Richard Hofstadter, Anti-IntellectualiSlll in American Life (New York:
Random House, 1962), PP• 419-20.

2if.

Stroup, "Historical Explanation of Alienation," Social Casework,

42 (March, 1961)• 109.
3 Eri.ch Fromm, f;.scane from Fr:eedom (New York: Avon Books, 1941), passim.

atllio. 1

iaob of th~s• euu.11ets a1)n.tribute11 in ite own way to the indiYidual •a

Whet.l:lc->r one cboostta to ooneid<ar the
poi~t

of view of

e~usea,

above is aoeurat•.

of alienat.i.on. t'rora the

oorrelatea. or response•• Seeman'• statement cited

Cl9.tt.r.ly, tba oon4'ept of

in sociological thought.

CO/&Cept

ali•n..~t:f.o:n

:ia a doi1inaut one

Ia tact. so much has been aaid about alienatiou

and fl"oa so many points of view that anyone just setting out to study the
concept •ill encounter mol'tlea.ts when he will want to fJtlJ' vhat

~l\leen

of the letherlanda is reported to bava lSlllid upon first watching a

stratioa of aa electronic OOl\Futer, "l <nan't underBtand it.

J'uliana
demo~-

I can•t even

11nd.orataud the people who can understand 1t. 02
\lb.at ia ae1tded as a t:lrat step is a elarifieation of what alienation

J. Alienation Defined

In its broadest sense the concept of alienation deals with an
individual's subjective feeling that h• doesa•t belong or doesn't fit in;
he fHls out of step or out of tune with the aitu.:1tion in which he finds

himself.

The e•rigau College DicY,onarz. pu'blished '.by RaadO!I House.

defines alie:rtation ae "• withdrawal or estrangement, as ot feeling or the
affeetiou." This rasy or ma7 not cover the meaning of the word as it is

1 w.M. Gersoa, "Alienation in Maas Sooiet7: Solle Cawsee and Responses,"
Sociolog:r end Social Re1esrch, 49 (January, 1965). 143-58.
2wa1ter Buckingham, Automations Its Im c on Business an•:l P
{New York: New American Librar7, l l , P• 2 •

e

5
found in popular usage, but it would certainly be of little value to an,.one
encountering the word for the first time in the context of the social
sciences.

In such a context the word stands for at least one concept, and

more likely for many different concepts.
Suoh a definition lacks precision, and in the scientific approach
of the social sciences, precision in language becomes paramount.

It we

do not clearly understand what we mean by a term, how will we be able to
recognize it as a social phenomenon when we encounter it?

It is possible

to say that a particular person or group is alienated and arrive at a
general concensus that the statement is true.

Such consensus, however, is

only testimony that something is not right with this particular person or
group.
'l'be definition does contain two words which are often considered
as aspects of the alienation concept in the professional literature on
alienation: withdrawal and estrangement.

But even these would be too

general for empirical observation unless they were careful.17 defined.
One definition contained in the

literat 1 1~·$

on alienation runs as

follows:
!o claim that a person is alienated is to claim that
his relationship to something else has certain features
which result in avoidable ~content or loss of satisfaction. (Italics in original.)
1'his definition was intended b7 its author to be general because he proposes,
as a philosopher, that the bebavorial sciences eliminate the word &lienation
l

Arn.old

s.

Kaufman, "On Alienation,'' Inauirz, 8 (November, 1965),

6
:Croat their scientific ',tocabulary.

He arguas that the word, which carries

a wide variety of specifics, should be reserved for discussions about the
moral implicatious of this concept.

For him the word connotes a situation,

irrespective of specifics, which could and ought to be avoided; hence, the
use o! the Talue-laden word "avoided" in his definition.
Kenneth Keniston arguve that "Discourse about definition is •••
fruitless: one either 'Knows' alienation or one does not."1

It would be

convenient, and it is very tempting to accept this approach, but there are
reasons for rejecting it.
says is true.

In fairness, it must be said that what Keniston

However, lack of discourse about definition can only result

in a total breakdown in communications.

One has only to consider the

prefaca to Keniston's own work to verify this point; he uses "alienation"
to describe a variety of social and psychological discontents.

Without the

benefit of his Appendix, in which he defines and clarifies alienation, the

work is moat difficult to compreh',nd.

In

adc~:!.tion,

a considerable body of literature in which

th~

such an apfroach negates

intended

me~ning

is carefully

defined and used to describe phenomena ,":"9levant to sociological and psycho-

logical theory.

Finally, such an approach would be pointless as a practical

matter, as Keniston himself recognizea:
••• one would be tempted to abandon the concept altogether
were it not for the certainty that the same problems of
definition would then crop up egEdn with some e~r.aate term
like estrangement, disaffection, or detachment.
in American Societ

7
The following is a good definition of alienation in the sense that
it ia representative of vhat might be d•ecribed a general or inclusive
d.efinitiona.

Alienation is defined aa "an indi'ridual feeling or state oi'

dissociation from self, t'Joom others, or from the world at large. 1.l

does not attempt to isolate any of the variety of' relationships that have

been identified and labeled "•lieastion." It doea, b.owever. attempt to
cover the three most pn.eral referents, or aa Kenietoa calls them, "foc1,u2
from which an indiriclual can H alieaated.J

Vn4oubtedly 1 this t7pe of definition Will continue to exist,

especi.all7 in popular uaage; how•Yer, it la much more common to find the
serious alienation atud:i.ea containing detiDitiou clelimiting the acope of
the concept as ach as poaaible.
Alienation is the degree to vlioh ea.n feels powerleu to
achieT• the role he h4a44etermined to be rightfull7 his
in apecific aituationa.

I• will be noted that tlli• 4etJ.Dition limits itaelf to elienatio.n
as powerleasneaa ia aome waapecified aitltation.
1

While "eatrangement" and

a.raon, "Alienation in Haas .sooiet1," P• 14.3.

2Keuston,

!4• tJncollllitiecl,

p. "'''·

)Theae are some of the papers in which the definition or wse of the

alienation concept follows the "general" or "inoluai••" patterna B. Stroup,
"Historical ~nation of Alienation," §ocial CaJMWork, ~a (March, 1961),
107-Ua J.L. Simona, "Liberal!•, ilieution, and Personal Disturl»anoe, 0
SociolOQ' and Sogi1l Rea&agh, 49 (Jul.7, 196.5, .\'6-~; Jan Hajda, "Alienation
and Integration of Student Intellectuals," Af!rican Socio1ogica1 Re•iew, 26
(October, 1961), 758-?7.

ltJ .P. Clark, "Measuring .tU.ien9tion Within a Social System, n American
Sociglogical Review, 24 (December, 1959), 849.

8

"withdrawal" might be an implicit part of powerlessness, or might now from
it, if a man feels powerless to achieve, he can be identified as alienated.
'l'b.e following definition is even more delimiting: Alienation is
11 •••

Subjectively experienced powerlessness to control one•s work.',l
Here the definition limits both the meaning of alienation and the

social structure--work situation--in which it takes place.

When the sit-

uatiou is limited in this way, any conclusions will have to be correspondingly limited.

If these people feel a sense of powerlessness in their

work situation, they may be described as alienated from their work.

This

opens the door to the possibility that persons who may rightly be described
as alienated in the work situation may be well integrated in any or every
other life situation.

And this, indeed, is borne out by other studies. 2

The two preceding definitions acknowledge the help supplied by
Melvin Seeman's attempt to classify the various aspects of alienation by
the ways in which the term has been used to study different social phenomena.
He managed to identify five basic ways in which the concept had been useds
l. Powerlessnets - the expectancy or probability held
by the individual that his own behavior cannot determine the occurrence of the outcomes, or reinforcements he seeks.
2. Meanipgleesness - when the individual is unclear as to
1Leonard I. Pearlin, "Alienation from Work: A Study of Nursing
Personnel," American Sociological Review, 27 (June, 1962), 314.

~obert lUauner, Alienation and Freedom (Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1964) and "Work Satisfaction and Industrial Trends in Modern Society,"
in w. Galenson and S.M. Lipset, eds., Labor and Trade Unio!d!! (New York:
Wiley and Sou, 1960); also Keniston, The Uncommitted,

9
what he ought to believe--when the indil1dual'a minimal
standards for clurit;y in decision-making are not met.

3. Normlessness - a high expectancy that socially unapproved
behaviors are required to achieve given goals.

4. IfOlation - The alienated in the isolation sense are
those who, like tha intellectual, assign low reward
value to goals or beliefs that are typically hi.$hly
valued in the given society.
5. Self-Estrangement - the degree of dependence of the
given behavior upon anticipated future rewards, t~t is,
upon rewards that lie outside the activity itself.

This classification gives the reader a good summary of the concepts
which have been most widely studied as "alienation." Si nee i ta publication
in 1959, it has been 'lll'idely used in other studi·zs. although usually in some

slightly adapted form.

Bl.auner, tor instance, adapted it for use in his

study of differences in rates of job-aatisfaction expreesed by manual
vorkers in. four different industries. 2

In other ett.Hlies, only certain of

the aspects given by Seeman were u..sed either singly t•r in groups as independent measl.lreu of alienation. 3

Simmons found that there was a high degree

of correlation among these and other measures of alienation, supporttng
Seenwn 's analytic work with statistical data.

4

T.be 11 terature since 1959

reveals only two instances of diuagreoment with Seamen's work.
1

seeman, "On the Meaning of Alienation," P•

'l'he first

?84.

2a1auner, Alienation and Freedom, P• Ti.ii.
3Clark, "Measuring Alienation,"; Pearlin, "Alienation from Work"; and
Dean, "Alienation. n

4

J.L. Simmons, ''Some Intercorrelatio:ns Among 'AlieDBtion' Neasures,"
§!>cial Forces, 41+ (March, 1966), 37o-?2.

10
because Jeema.u' s ea tegoz·iea we:i:{J uot e;ufticie.o.t to explain ulienation; these
authors felt that alienation could best be understood as a 1.irocess in which
bis concepts would be part of a chronological
persorwlities.

1

dev~lopaent

of alienated

Tli.e eecond took isau" ·.i1ith See':iat! for :·efez·ring to these

categorilils as types of alienation, fliil!,ling th.at the be:st iuterests of the

behaviorial sciences could be served b,- treating each

es a separate

ca·~egory

concept to be studied and de.scribed, and eliminating the word "alienation"
from the scientific vocabul&ry altogether. 2
All of this merely points out the great difficulty in attempting to
decide what alienation will mean when applied to this particular study.

The

natural in.olination is to follow the lead of others by using one of Seeman's
categories.
ation.

Powerlessness was intended as the original measure of alien-

However, Seeman's definition ot powerlessness seems a little too

vague to apply to a specific work situation.
be Clark's definition cited above.

Next choice might logicall7

However, since the concern is with

teachers as the7 relate to their work, a detailed description of powerlessness as it relates to the work situation seems more suitable.

Blauner's

definition seems to lend itself most readily to the topic of this paper:
A person is powerless when he is an object controlled
and manipulated by other persons or by an impersonal
sy~tem (such as technology)• and when he cannot assert
himael! as a subject to chang• or modify this domination. 3
1 Cbarles J. Browning, Malcolm F. Far,11er, David H. Ki1•k, and G. Duncan
Mitchell, "On ·the Meaning of Alienation," Amerioan Sociolosieal Review, 26

(October, 1961), 789-781.
2

""Kaufu.n, "On Alienation," PP• 163-64.

3m.auner, Alienation and Freedom, P• 16.

ll

Cent1•al to 13launer 's conception of

powerl~ssmtss

as a feeling

experienced by workers is the prestige value of his job, a theme which this
paper follows.

Taking Seeman and Blauner together, it is possible to work

up a definition of powerlesaness as it might be expected to apply to the
unique fei:rturea of teaching.
C. The Teacher

Putting aside the padagogical problems related to the impact of the
teacher upon his 1Students. in his traditio.lUll role the te&cher was not
expected or 'tJas not thought qualifieti to exercise any control or infiusnce

outside of the teacher-student relationship.

Jn

Cltl.~u

school-related

matters he was considered inco11pete.ut to make tbe :necessary decisions, and
he was expected to accept policy decisions of the school 'boa1•d c.:nd the
adminiatr~tion

without question.

board was usually reso.i:·tled

&£ &1

Indeed, his contract with the school
specialized kind of'

certainly noone ever oalled it that.

loy~lty o~th,

lt may be termed ttapecialized, 11

becau.ee loyalty meant automatic assent to school board
policie.i;t.

though

~nd

administrative

More precisely, disloyalty was functioually defined as any kind

of dissGnt from such a decision.

Because the board, the administration.

the community, and even the teacher himself regarded a teaching position
as a sacred tl'\4st, disloyalty, as i11terpret.ed by the board or the administration or the community, bad to be a violation of th.at trust.
penalty for "disloyaltyn was often severe.

The

Before the protection pr1.>v:lded

by tenure laws, it often meant sum11ary dismissal.

tenure laws, dismissal was more often indirect.

Following the advent of
Before or after these laws,

w~s

dismissal

school

bo~rd

certairt.

j

f that was the course of' action decia:ed. upon by the

and/or the administration.

this paper to discuss the

It is not part of the purpose ot'

~elative merit~

of tenure laws.

However, to

avail hir.:m~lf o:f. the prote('!i;;.on thus af!orded--in the face of board/

administrative detormineition--requiros tirae, patience, money, legal couueel,
willingnesn to

eare~r

ending a

of the

b~

~chool

held up to public scorn, and braving the possibility of

tn whieh he has generally found satisfactio:ri.

rrht: structure

aituntion, then, places a preponderance of power in the handa

of the school boards

an~

the

9d~iniatration, leavin~

the indiviaual without

any power.
While the.re do not aptiear to be any stud:i.es suppor·cing these con-

te:r.Morn::;, there ltkewiee do not appear to be any which re,iect them.

s.

Beck~r

atudJ.erl the P.UthorH.y sy$tem o.f the ChiCaf."O Public School

in the early fift! eR anrl co:ric:iluded that n ••• the rel<:Ations of

Howard
Sy~:item

i:rur~itutional

1
functi:>oor:i.ec: to 0-::1.e anothar are rel<-itions of "!utual influence and control."
This l'llir;·:ht be ra good description of the present situation in Chicago
and 0t':>.ar school di!itrlete; in which teachers'

9 collective po'der th.gt caru1ot be ignored.

of tha sixtiea and certainly

do~s

or~anizations

il::.ive asserted

Tb.is, however, is a phenomenon

not apply to the early fifties.

Tne f'olJ.owing is a list of the sanctions which .Becker says teachers

can apply in the ease of eonfiict b•tween a teacher and his principal:
Th4'y rray j:.ist ignore hira ••• Another weapon i3 ba:r-dly a

l Howard s. Becker, "The Teacher in the Authority System of the
Public ~1choo1, '' in :;tzion~.• Ami tai, ed. t Complex:J>rga,Jl!zations: A Sociological ~'ad~r, (New York: Holt Rinehart and Winston, l9b4), P• 251.
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weapon at all--making use of the power to request
transfer to another school in the system ••• the
teachers may collectively agree on a line of passive resistance ••• In some cases of extreme conflict,
the teachers may use their connections in the
community to create sentiment against the principal ••• 1
It seems clear that such sanctions, to paraphrase Mr. Becker, are
hardly sanctions at all.

The notion of collective agreement among the

teachers to follow a certain course of action is the key to the balance of

power in school districts.

Passive resistance can be regarded as one

aspect of the action teachers might take.

The point here, however, is

that Mr. Becker's study reveals the position of power from which individual
teachers were forced to deal with members of the administration only a
decade ago.
The structure of the situation is not the sole determinant of
school board-teacher or administration-teacher relationships in conflict
situations.

The individual pereonalitie• involved, the importance of the

teacher's services to the school, the prestige of a particular teacher with
his fellow teachers, the faculty's attitude to the school board and administration and vice-versa, the local political climate--these are some of
the more obvious factors which might be operative and have an effect on a
conflict situation.

Nevertheless, the structure is the single most im-

portant factor because of the preponderance of power it giYes to the board
and the administration in their relations with individual teachers, and
because that power is the onl1 factor that will be operative as an intimidative force in everz situation that arises.
l

Becker, "The Teacher in Authority

This is so because the

Syst~m,"

PP• 248-49.
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existence of a

one~sided

power structure forees a certain amount of

caution and timidity upon the weaker side.
The teacher's situation, then, is unique, because the traditional
structure of his work situation gives him a:n unusually high degre.g of
autonomy while he is "on the job."

His sense of alienal.ion derives from

the lack of control that the trsdi tional structure ascribes ·to hiin in
policy areas.
With this background, then, the definition

or

alienation as it will

be understood in this paper is:
Powerlessness which derives from a feeling of lack of
control over certain aspects of the work situation
which are perceived as crucial to one's occupational
status.
Following Blauner, the notion of prestige plays a central role in
our conception of alienation.

As applied to the teacher, this will mean

that teachers will feel that they are not consulted, often not even considered, in policy decisions which affect their lives as teachers.
D. The #ypothesia

To some extent this study will be exploratory in nature, seeking
to answer two questions: (1) Do teachers feel a sense of alienation, and
(2) What, if any, are the positive correlates of alielJ8tion among teachers?
Based upon a survey of the related literature and the personal
experience of being in the teaching field, it is expected that this study
Will reveal a sense of alienation among teachers, and that this sense of
alienation will be related to certain variables.

For the purposes of

er.tablishing this as true or not tru&• ovr expect.et!..::•n is hypothesizecl in
tb.e formal 11tatament that
'l'o the extent tr.at it can be measuref. uet teachers
in •111 representative sampling will exhibit to eome
degree a sense of alienation with regard. to their
role in the educational proceu, Tia a Yi.a the school
board, the amninistration, aml the comunity. Further,
the greater the degree of alienation exhibited, the
mere eggressi ve the ind.iTi.dual teacher- will feel and the
more lik•l.1 he will be to view •111 teacher's organization •• an instrument for impro'ri.ag the polli tion of
teachers in his district.

It ia anticipated that teachers who are members of teachers' uniona
will exhibit a greater degree of alienation than teachers in other teachers•
organizations, or teachera in no teachers• organizations.

The more alien-

ated teactutra will be married men between tbirt7-one and thirt7-tiye years
old.

ience.

They will baYe approximatel7 ten 7ura ot full-time teaching exper-

The;r will b.aYe aore than two children whom they Rpport.

Their

earnings will 'be souwaere arowsd the 110,000 figure for teaching onl7.
!bey will baYe been raised in metropolitan areaa.

Among the moat aliena-

ted teachers will be Catholics fro• the lower middle class who have
attlUMled both public and parochial schools during the course of their
elementary and aeoondary education, and private, denominatioul, liberal

arta colleges on the undergraduate level.

'r.lleir educational leYel will be

between the M.A. and the M.A. plus 30 hours.

They will have held more

teaching positions than the less alienated teaGhera. '!he1 will perceive
th..aelYee aa politicall1 liberal and aa being o! the aame aocioeconollio
level aa their fatherB.
It ia, of cottrse, Cl!rt'.\in tii.::lt not all of th:iel;l cor:rel"ltes will
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prove to be accurate.

At this point they Eire s:l.m.:ply guesses.

!t is equally

certain, however, thgt there will be correlations 'between the dependent
variables covered in tli.e hypothesis and the indepcnc.ent VElriable of alienation, thcuf!)i. the correlations ms;y· not be in the direction originall;y
anticipated.
While it is tl'\O.e that the expectations stated in this hypothesis

are guaeses based largely upon personal experi•nce, it would be wrong to
assume that they are idle or WlSUpported guesses.

The study :ltsel! h&s

grown from a combination of personal interest in alienation as a phenomenon in modern society and an active role in union activities in school
district affairs.
Karl Marx saw man's alienation from labor as the prime cause in
the inevitable collapse of the capitalistic society. l

lie may or may not

be wrong about the outcome of this alienation from work, but it is certain
that man's relationship to his work changed with the industrial revolution
and the rise of the capitalistic society.

This same volume in which one

can read Marx' view on alienated labor, also finds the individual being
alienated in everything from religion to prostitution.

Without exception,

all of the writers whose work bas been used in this paper have found

alienation to be present in modern society in general• or in the specific
group which they studied.

The sociologist and psychoanalyst, Hendrik

M. Ruitenbeek, seeme to be stating a truism when he says, "Feeling alone
1 Karl Marx, '!ll.ienated Labor," iu Josepnson, ~ic Clnd Mary, uds.,
Man Alone: Alienation in Modern Society (New Yorki Dell Publishing Co.,

1962), PP• 93-105.
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in an alien world is now the emotional property of everyman. n 1

In dis-

cussing anomie, Robert K. Merton liays:
It ia indeed, my central hypothesis that aber.rant b~
havior may be regarded sociologically as a symptom of
diaaociation between culturally prescribed aspirations
and socially struotured avenues tor :realizing these
aspirations. 2

A bit later in the same discussion he speaks ot American society:
Contemporary American culture appears to approximate the
polar type in which great emphasis upon certain succeasgoale occurs Jithout equivalent emphasis upon institutional means.
Whether or not one agrees that this applies to teachers as
teachers, that is, whether or not their increasing militancy can be described as aberrant behavior resulting from their inability to realize
success-goals through acceptable institutional means, one could hardly be
surprised to find alienation among teachers.

In view of all of the people

who have noted a sense of alienation in one form or another in many
different groups, no one could be genuinely oriticized for expecting to
find some degree of alienation among members of arq group living in modern
society.
There are two reasons for anticipating that teachers who are
members of teachers' union.e will exhibit a greater degree of alienation

1Hendrik M. Ruitenbeek, The Individual and the Crowd: A Stu of
Identitz in America (New York: New American Library, l
, P• 23.
2Robert K. Merton, Social Theory and Social Structure (Glencoe, Ill:
The Free Press, 1957), P• ij4.
}Ibid., P• 136
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than other teachers.

J'irst, membership in a teachers' union is almost

certainly naturally selective.

For teachers membership in a teachers'

union often causes a feeling of loss of prestige.
8 ny

One has only to consult

issue, current or old, of the publications of the National Education

Association or the American Federation of Teachers to discover how important it is to teachers to feel that they are professional people.

The

emotional content attached to the word "professional" often appears
ludicrous.

While it has not been objectively documented that the kind of

semantic silliness one finds in these publications has any effect on
teachers, my own experience indicates that it does.

The NEA insists upon

treating "ullion" as the direct oppoaite of "professional," while the AFT
aupporta this contention indirectly b1 insisting that the
"professional" teacher has now become a union member. 1

genuinel~

Again, personal

experiellCe indicates that individual teachers were certainly under the
spell of this kind

or

thinking.

One young female stated that ehe felt

guilty because she recognized that her inability to join a teachers' union
was baaed upon her own snobbish attitude toward unions in general.

A male

teacher indicated that his reason for being opposed to the AFT gaining
exclusive bargaining rights in our district was that he "hated to see the
iron claw of unioniam descend upon the district." The executive committee
of our local union council, which is the decision-making body of the group,
specifically outlawed the use of the word "power" and the phrase "teacher
1 For an excellent discueeion of the attitudas and effectiveness of the
NEA and AFT see Myron. Lieberman, The l\tture of _Epb}.i!o!-~Hqatj.-2,!?. {Chicago:
University of Chicago Prees,

1960). ch.

IX..
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pOWfl)r" as expressions whieb fostered a non-profeasionRl image.

The point
teachers' union.

i~ th~t

there has been an emotional block to joining a

Discounting those who are

µred.iapn~ed

to unions, most

teachers in teachers' unions have had some kind of experienee which has
overcome the

•~otional

obstacle to union membership, and that experience

itself will often be found to have been an alienating type of incident.
Secondly, teachera' unions have found themselves facing an entrenched conspiracy between the NEA and administrators who are NEA members.
Membership in the NEA has not been a voluntary matter for individual
teachers.

The unions have built their strength by identifying in public

and in strident voice "the en•IQ'•"

In other words, the teachers' unions

foster alienated f eeli:nga among their members.

be justified is beside the point.

Whether or not this can

It ia going on.

While it is difficult to draw any definite conclusions, it appears

that in some instances the feelings of alienation must precede union
membership and in other instancea--particularly in cases where the teacher
comes from a union background-the strong feelings of alienation follow
his joining a teachers' union.

On the point of whether alienation precedes

or follows union membership, it may be significant that in response to
item 45\> on the questionnaire, which asks for factors, in addition to
personal belief or eo.11mitment, wbicb are conduciv.e of teachers joining a
teachers• organization, fifty per cent of the teachers in the Leyden
Distrlet mentioned some forll'l of peer group pressure as one of the factors.
In addition, the highly-alienated teachers as revealed in this study are
predominantly from the Leyden District.

Since the Leyden District is
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heevily imlon, t.hia
alie:oo tion.

m:i.ght

be an indicati.:>n that the union

me.11bers!lj.p

increases

4 h.:lgh :percenhge of the low-alienated group are from the

Downers GroTe District in which no union
ed peer group

pr•s1:ntr-e~.

.!l•nd not or1e teacher mention-

exist~,

ae1 a reason for joining

.!I

tegchere • nrganization.

There is nothing in the literature on alienation to support this
contentiox.i, but it is more than mere whimsy that would lead one to exJ,Ject
to find teachers in a teachers• union exhibiting a greater degree of alienation than other teachers.

l'he two reasons tor this are that (1) membership

1

in a teachers• union is naturally selective in favor ot the more alienated,
and that (2) the teachers' unions consciously attempt to increase the member'
feelings of alienation by identif.ying school board and administrators as the

"they'' who attempt to keep teachers in their place.
Some of the anticipations are founded almost entirely upon hunches
which grew out of personal experience.

However, it seems reasonable to

assume that since teaching has in recent history been a field dominated
by females, that might be a source of alienation for the increasing number

of males entering the field.

It is a rare piece of literature that uses the

word "teacher" in a general sense and follows it
than "she."

wi~

the pronoun "he" rather

In addition, the women in the profession are less likely to feel

the economic squeeze that comes to the male teacher.

Certainly, this will

be the case for the aTera.ge single person, male or femsle--though the cost
of living has risen for them ae well as for families.

But for the married

female• teaching usually provides the family with a second income, without
which the family would still survive.

For the man with a growing family,

however. his income is the crucial issue.

Hence. one might reasonably exuect

to find married men with families feeling more alienated toward their underpaid jobs than others who do not have the same economic pressures.
The anticipation that the 1nost alienated teachers are apt to be from
the lower-middle class is based upon a sample of fifteen teachers in the
author's school district, all of whom indicated the lower-middle class as
their father's socioeconomic status.

This will probably prove to be in-

correct because the selection of these teachers was baaed upon personal
friendship for the purpose of testing the amount of time needed to complete
the questionnaire•

The sampling was in no way random nor representative of

teachers in general or even in the district in which they are employed.
However, this may not be as significant a blunder as it first appears, since
the textbooks on education seem to be in agreement.

Willard Waller in his

widely accepted book says:
Few facts are available as to the composition of the
teaching population ••• we know that teachers are predominantly native-born, that the large majority of them
come from the rural districts, and !hat they come from
families of the lower middle class.
HaTighurst and Neugarten are a little less certain:
No longer is it safe, then, to generalize that teachers
are predominantly white-collar middle class in origin.
Rather, they represent in substantial number all but the
extrem~s at the upper and lower ends of the socioeconomic
range.
While the data they have collected on this point are not as neatly divided
1
wtllard Walle:1_.The Sociology of Teaching (New York: Russell and
Russell, 1931), P• ,au.
2

Robert J. Havighurst and Bernice L. Neugarten, Society and Education
(Boston: Allyn and Bacon, Inc., 1957), P• 36o.
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by social status as they might be for our purposes, it would appear that over

fifty percent of the teachers in the studies used by Havighurat and Neugarten
1
are somewhere from the middle olass down to the lower or working class.
It is well to recall that these statements apply to all teachers,
while the hypotheses in this paper are referring only to the group of
teachers likely to be most alienated.

Hence, when Waller says that the

majority of teachers come from rural areas, it does not necessarily affect
this study.

For one thing this study has been carried out in the suburbs

of Chicago.

It is thus to be expected that most of the teachers in the

group, alienated and non-alienated, will have grown up in the area.
With regard to the expectation that the more alienated teachers will
be from a Catholic religious background. it is assumed that most Catholics
in the Chicago area will have grown up in a lower middle class or a working
class background that will encourage them to see a teaching career as a gain
in prestige and status.

Since their family background is likely to include

labor organizations as part of da7-to-da1 life, they are more likely to see
teaching as lacking many of the benefits their fathers had as a result of
the union's activity.

'l'lley are on the one hand accustomed to accepting union

activities and on the other more likely to compare the benefits gained b7
labor unions with their own position as an underpaid, overworked teacher.
In their study of the printers of the International Typographical Union,
Lipset, Trow, and Coleman found that the religious variable was the most
significantly correlated to activeness in the union, and that Catholics were
1

Havighurst, Society and Education, PP• 3.58-62.
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most active in these activities. 1

!heir explanation of why this was so

forms the basis of the anticipation that Catholic teachers will be among the
most alienated.
Whether or not these hypotheses are supported by other studies,
personal experience, or just plain conjecture is not the important fact.
Surely, if they could all be supported by a great body of data, it would be
comforting.

On the other hand, they would then be unnecessary.

For the

most part, they are set up simply to see whether they will stand or fall
when faced with an objective body of criteria.

While it is always satisi)'ing

to make predictions which subsequently prove to be correct, that is not so
important here.

The growing attitudes of militancy among teachers have been

demonstrated beyond the need for proof that such attitudes exiat.

What the

sociologist needs to know--indeed, what the countrJ needs to know--is what
is causing this phenomenon.
that reason.

This thesis suggests a reason and seeks to test

Tb.is study may not establish alienation as an important factor

in teacher militancy, but it may help to suggest what the real factors are.
The hypothesis of alienation as it relates to this problem was
tested by a questionnaire.

It is the burden of Chapter II to eaplain the

questionnaire and the teacher population on which it was used.

1 seymour M. Lipset, Martin Trow, and James Coleman, Union Democraci
(Garden City• N. Y.: Doubleday, 1956), PP• lZ/-36.

ME'!'!JODOLOOY

!he ori$inal decision to use the questionneire method for testing
the hypothesis was based on an assumption. that it would be

of collecting information.
grounded in. J.aek of

It is now

exp~rience

~?parent

tb.~

eas:i.est meth.od

that this 3ssumption

w~s

vhi.ch was su.bsequentl:y prorld1Jd by the

tim~,

cost, and results of the questionll3ire itself.
The original eonception of this study called for a sample of at
least one-hundred non-union teachers and at least one-hundred union teachers.
At that time it was telt tbat the 11&jor

~thesis

was a factor in the gJ"flwth ot teacher unions.

would be th3t alienation

'.l'he plan was that in order

to achieve a minimum at one-hundred responses in each sample, it would be
neceaaar7 to send out a ad.ni11Um of

tvo•hundred~fi.tty

q•estionnaires to a

random aampling of each group. · The point in, thgt i:n order to achieve the
size of aample desired, a mailed questionnaire wae the only way that this
oould be accomplished in anJ reasonable

ti••• A number

of things interTened

that caused the original plan to be altered.
Fil"st, the conception ot the hJPothesis changed as deTelopments
among teachers' groupe demoll8trated that the teachers• unions had no monopol7
011

llilitancy.

Growing attitudes of llilitanoy among all teachers• groups was

2't
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most dramatically demonstrated vhen the NEA national convention in the
summer of 1967 adopted a resolution changing its traditional stance on work
stoppages.

Later, the president of the NEA joined teachers in Pl.orida on

the picket line.

If then, alienation was to be seen as a factor in the

growth of teachers' unions, how was one to account for the growing militancy
in a teachers• group that had traditionally frowned upon militant action as
unprofessional behavior?

Alienation had to be seen as a factor in the growth

of militant attitudes among teachers irrespective of organizational affiliation.

The original hypothesis was subsequently changed in this direction,

although it was retained as a sub-hypothesis as wae eeen in Chapter I.

This

explanation of the change in the hypothesis is pertinent only by hindsight.

At this point it would have been possible to reduce the scope of the
anticipated sample, and even to switch to an interview type of questionnaire
making use of a much smaller and more carefully selected sample.

It is

probably true that by that time the commitment to the developing questionnaire was too deep to baYe made a change even if the possibility had made
itself evident.
As the questionnaire grew longer and consequently heavier, the
possibility of a large mailing became impossible as a matter of simple
economics.

The idea of a large sample, however, was not abandoned.

It was

felt that two similar school districts could be found in which the questionnaire could be distributed by hand to the teachers' mailboxes and then
mailed back by them.

A follow-up could then be accomplished by mail both

ways, and the results would not be greatly different than if everything had

been mailed both ways.

Even using this shortcut, the cost of the mailing

was high, and an expense that might have changed the whole course of this
study had it been foreseen at the outset.

Again, the commitment in time

and effort that had gone into the questionnaire precluded a change at such
a late hour.

So it was that envelopes were addressed to each of the teachers in
the two school districts selected.

The selection of the school districts

to be used as samples was dictated b7 availability.

The two were selected

because their superintendents were willing to allow the questionnaire to be
distributed.

'l'he two districts selected were the Leyden Township District

in the west suburban area of Cook County and the Downers Grove District in
the eastern section of DuPage County.

The schools were judged to be similar

in size of student and teacher populations, the number of schools in the
district-two, and the existence of a teachers' organization in each district.
While both are usuall7 considered to be in the western suburban area of
Chicago, the communities they serve are not so similar as that "west suburban"
designation might lead one to believe.

If we think of suburban types of

communities as being somewhere on a continuum between urban on the one end
and rural on tile other, then the Leyden Township District would be closer
to the urban end and the Downers Grove District would more nearly approach
the rural end.

It is felt, however, that this circumstance is mitigated

by the fact that the community in which a teacher works no longer has the

impact on his life that it is alleged to have had in earlier times.

Indeed,

in most school districts in an urban area, teachers do not live in the
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district in which they teach.
It is obvious that a more random sampli.ag would have been preferable.
However, the sampling choice was dictated by convenience and coat.
advisability of obtainiii.g some 5<111DpliLg of teache:ra from the
S¢ho~l

System seemed to be negated by the race factor.

conclude that for black teachers the source

apt to differ fromthe source of the
The

)_$!Ck

sa~e

\')f

The

Chic~go

Public

One might properly

alienated feelings il3 very

feelings in white teachers.

of randomness in the sampling procedure also

:preclude~>

the

use of statistical teats o.f significance, since such testa can7lot be validly
applied to samples of the type uaed in this study.

assumed that teachers in the

aa1~ple

l

It baa, of ooura• beon

will be ropresentat:l.vo of teachara in

the suburban areas of Chicago.
The question.nairos were distributed to 2.30

teacher~

in the Leyden

Town.a.l&ip District and to 184 teachers in the l>Qwners Grove District.

Leyden District returns amoanted to 143, while
Di~trict

only 53 returns were received.

to a return of

6Zi, and

In the

District

the Downe7s Grove

~y1en

Diatriet this amounts

in the Downers Grove District a return of 2.<JJ(,.

total number of returns amounted to 196, or
buted.

tr~~

Tb.e

47% ot

The

those originally distri-

T'ne same question.aaire was sent by mtail to 87 te.;H~hera in tha Leyden
~nd

to 131 teachers in the Downers District.

No returns

received from the follow-up. which is difficult to understand.

~ere

The only

explanation is th&t these questionnaires were not $ent out until the first
week in June, perhaps the busiest time of year for teachers, a tine when

1 Herbert Arkin and R. Colton, Statistical Methods (New York: Barnes
and Noble, Inc., 1956), P• 114.

they are more likely to be anno1ed by a aecond attempt to gain their respoD.Se
than they are to tak<i the time

n~ces~u·y

to fil.l out 3uch a long

que13t1o~ire.

Tb.e questio11 also ari1:>.es as tc why there wertt !SC few returns from
the Downers Grove District

co~r•d

to the returs1'l from the' Le;rdt-n District.

Tu begin with, the Leyden Distrie\ is a

7'}/o ot th1? tttachers belorlg t'.:i

th~

u1-.ion.

'?hi:;

dist~ict

r~nn

in which more thon

that

-wto "'1ae pl"'oiJ:ident Gf

un.ton com~oil duri:r4g the 1967·68 &Chool yep,,r ie a ::..o:n.J-time r.;e:i.•s;;::ina,. friend,

and he wrote a letter which was ottaebcd to each envelope.
personally diatri'buted the questionnaire<Y.

In fnet. he

'l't\e Downers Grove n:.tatrict, wan

co!ipJ.atel;y unfamiliar.
Another factor• DuPz,.ge County in ju.st begin.nj.ng

t.,

feel the

im~ict

of the rising teaahe.r llilitarut1 with wh:ich Cook County has been familiar

tor a nwaber

or

years.

One has onl:y to talk to the i.lUperin.t'1'1dQn.ts in the

v;irious diatrlcts in. DuPage County t<> undorstaw:I th;;it they <:tre
afraid of an.ytlung that so

lllUO!:i 81'1

bin.ta at teacher mlitan.cy.

1unb~ahodJ..7

In "1.ew

ot

the mimber of refl.l:sals received f:rott these superi11.te:.1dents hetore the
SUperinte~dent

iD DoVA$J'8 Grove agre•4 to

surprise that le did agree.

'J!be

~l"lllit

queotiorm~iroe.

distribution, it was 8
however, were left

aadresdd envelopes 111 tb.1t superinhnde-nt•s oft.iee.

j,11

their

The .abrupt cees;stion

of return• f:a:'0'1'1 tho Downers Groye District Mturall7 caused aof9e O"Hlce:rn.
Sev•ral attempts were made to call the au.l'erintend.ent &tter tbat, but he
was unavailable each time.

A poEidbilit:, for wh:i.ch there ia no verifica-

tion, is that th.-. superintendent changed his mind.

l,e:,vti.ng creden·:::e k

thia

posaibili ty ia tho fact that all of the returns received from that diatrtci;
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came from one school.

Concern at the lack of response waa not too great

because it was felt that if some teachers had not received the original
questionnaire, they would get the mailed questionnaire in the follow-up.

The

tact that no returns were being received in the follow-up did not become
apparent until school was dismissed, by which time it was too late to do
anything about it.
However, since the conception of the study had changed, it was no
longer so crucial to have two distinct samplings.

Where the independent

variable of most importance bad originally been membership or non-membership
in a teachers' union, the only independent variable needed now was alienation.
Finally, the notion that the availability of computer services would
be a great time-saver proved to be naive.

First of all, an error in the

coding of the first section of the questionnaire meant tbat all of the
questionnaires had to be re-coded by hand.

When that was finished, all of

the responses had to be placed on coding eheets by hand before IBM cards
could be punched out for them.
became a handicap.

Again, the length of the questionr,aire

This situation was aggravated by the factthat in view

of the change in concept of the study. much of the information on the
questionnaire became useless so far as the hypothesis was concerned.

It

now seemed that methodological honest7 required an editing of the questionnaire before beginning an analysis of the data.

Editing is meant to

indicate that certain items on tbe questionnaire would be selected as
indicators of alienated feelings among the respondents.

Section III, items

33 to 53, was originally intended to supply the information regarding
feelings of alienation.

In the editing process only certain items within

this section were retained as measures upon which an alienation scale could
be constructed.

This included items 33 to

38, 46, 47, 48, 49

and 52 A, B,

and C.

The next section of this chapter outlines these items and describes
the way they were taken to indicate the presence or absence of alienation
among teachers.

These criteria were established prior to any consideration

of the cumulative results of the data.

That is to say, nothing was altered

because of knowledge of what the questionnaire responses might reveal.

The

responses would either meet the criteria thus established or they would not.

B. Measures of Alienation
With regard to the items in Section III of the questionnaire, items

33 to 38 seek to discover, "How much you (the teacher-respondent) feel that
the school board (the superintendent, principal, teachers, parents, news
media) is aware and concerned about problems faced b7 teachers."

If, for

instance, there appears to be a discrepanc7 between how much the teacher
feels that the school board, the superintendent, and the principal are
aware and concerned and how much he feels that the teachers are aware and
concerned, it will be interpreted as indicating some degree of alienation
of the teacher trom the administration.

If a discrepancy should occur

between the responses for teachers and those relating to parents and news
media, it will be interpreted as indicating a degree of alienation of
teachers from the community.

A point system was decided upon as most

convenient for handling these items.

Based upon three responses to each

item a three-point system seemed most suitable.

In accordance with how
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the teacher felt about the extent of awareness and concern on the :part of

the school board, be would circle number one,

t~o

or three.

The number

circled would also be the point value for that particular problem.

Then

by adding up the circ:ed answers for all cf the problems listed in each
nurnbttred item, a score could be given to each of the reference groups, i.e.,
school board, auperintendent, principal, etc.

The nighest pos:-:ible number

of points for each numbered itam would be twent7-four, si11t:e each item

contains •ight problems or eight possible responses.

A high score, then

would indicate that the reHpondent feels that this refEJr&nt is very much
lacking in awareness and concern about teacher problems.

Conversely, a

low score would indicate that the respondent feels that the referent is
appropriately aware and concerned about the problems of teachers.

On this

bcsia the following point scale was decided upon as a measure for these
items:·

19 to 24 •••••••••• very poor in awareness and concern

17 to 21 •••••••••• poor in awareness and concern
12 to 16 ••••••••••satisfactor7 in awareness and concern
8 to 11 •••••••••• good in awareness and concern

In terms of using this as a measure of alienation, a discrepancy was
said to exist only when the attitude of the teachers in the district {item

36)

was rated in the "good" category and the reference group was rated in the
npoor" or "very poor" category.

It was hoped that this would reduce the

problem of identifying as alienation those responses which are merely
uncertain, as might be the case when a respondent circled all

11

2'••"

In

order to make use of these items as a measure of alienation in the respondent,
simple scales have been devised based upon the number of discrepancies which
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occur between the rating of teachers in the district (item
the reference groups (itmes 33,

34, 35, 37, 38).

36)

~nd

each of

Because it is anticipated

thut there might be a signi.ficu.nt difference between the way teachers feel
about the administration and the wa;y they feel about the

c0l1lmuni ty,

reference groups will be divided into two categories: (1) the

the

ad~inistration,

represented by the school board, the superintendent, and the principal;
(2) the community, represented by the parents and the news media.

It is

here being anticipated that teachers might,tor instance, feel that while
the administration is very much aware and concerned about teacher problems,
the parent6 of the children they teach are more concerned about having a

place to send their children during the day, and the news media are concerned
only with matters that will attract a larger audience.

This is not being

predicated; it is stated as one possible reason wh1 it can be expected that
so~e

difference may prove to be eTident.
'the scales are based upon the fact that within the administration

category there could be zero, one, two, or three discrepancies;
one, or two discrepancies within the community categor7.

~nd

zero,

If, for instance,

there ia a discrepancy between the way the teacher-respondent rates the
attitude of the teachers in the district and they way he ratea the school
board, that would be one point on tbe alienation from administration scc.1le.
If there is another discrepancy between the way the tflacher-respondent rates
the teaGh•re in the district and the way he rates the super:lntendent, that
would be an additional point on the administration scale, for a total of

two points.
in rating the

If there is a third discrepancy as the result of the difference
tea~:hers

in the district and tlle principal, that would be
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another point on the scale, for a total of three points, which would be tbe
maximum score possible on this scale.

The entire process was then repeated,

this time comparing the rating of teachers in the district (item 36) to the
parents (item 37) and the news media (item 38).

In this case the maximum

score is two.

0 •••••••••• No Alienation

1-2 •••••••••• Moderate Degree of Alienation
•••••••••• High Degree of Alienation

'

Communit1

0 •••••••••• No Alienation
1 •••••••••• Moderate Degree of Alienation
2 •••••••••• High Degree of Alienation

Item 39 would be another indication of a sense of alienation.

First

of all, the respondent must indicate that he has considered leaving the
teaching field; then his response to 39b can be taken as a measure of the
degree of alienation.

Hence, responses will be handled again by assigning

a point value to the response given.

Those teachers who have never thought

of leaving teaching will be scored a "O."

The point value of responses

to 39b, "How aeriousl7 have you oonaidered leaving?" will follow the response
numbers.

This measure will have real value only when seen in conjunction

with other items used to measure alienation, since it is not clear what the
respondent desired us to understand by his particular response.

As an

illustration of the difficulty here, let us consider response #2 to item

39b. This response indicates that the teacher has given serious consideration to leaving the field, but has decided against it.

On the surface, this

response indicates some degree of job satisfaction as opposed to responses

#3 and #4 which indicate dissatisfaction.

Tlle original intentiou in in-

cluding response #2 was precisely that it would indicate satisfaction.
There is, however,

th~

very real alternative possibility that his particular

response might be coLcealing a degree of alienation which exceeds
responses.

A teacher might find himself in an economic trap.

th~

otuer

His earnings

as a teacher exceed b7 a coneiderable number of dollars what he might hope
for as a starting &"llory in acme other field.

When one adds to this the

earnings most teachero hDve through moonlightine, and swmr.er emploJment, it
is easy to see how a teacher flight have given serious consideration to
leaving the teaching field because he is very dissatisfied with his job,
but felt constrained to abandon the idea because of the difference in his
earning power inaide and outside of the teaching field.

An individual

feeling thua trapped, might have heightened feelings of alienation precisel7
because money has become the major factor in determining his life opportun•
itiea.

While item J9b will be used aa a measure of alienation, this is a

factor which will have to be considered when the data ie being analyzed
and interpreted.
'1'he rating scale will follow the response numbers.

The fact that

a person has thought at all about leaving the teaching field will be assumed
to indicate some degree of alienation.

The scale of degree of alienation

will then proceed from low to high, low being "l" and high being

"4."

Item 46, which asks the respondent to indicate his feeling about
the amount of compensation he receives for teaching, coupled with item 47,
which asks him to compare his income to the income of other workers in

other areas, will further indicate whether or not a person has feelings of

''
alienation.

If he feels that he is underpaid and that hia income is too

little when compared to other occupations, we can then assign an alienation
score to these items.

Since item 4? aaka him to compare himself to ten

other oategoriea, we can aay that if he feels his income to be too little
in seven out ot ten oaeea, he is showing a high degree of job d.iuatiafaction.

Our scale, baaed aolel1 upon reeponee 13, •too Little," will be as follovaa

1-10 •••••••••• 4 points on alienation soale
.5- 6 •••••••••• 3 poiuta oa alienation scale
,_ 4 •••••••••• 2 points on alienation aoale
1- 2 ·······-·· l point on alie11atioa aoale
In item 48 an attempt is made to deterlline the presence or absence
of alienation b7 asking the respondent. to 1nd.1oate what he thinks the
attitude of the reference groups would be toward each of a aerietS of statemen.ta, and then to atate how he himself feela about it.

All of the at.ate-

ments are items which ar• often mentioned b1· teachers groups as ereae in
which teacher• should, or ab.ould

~t,

have some voice.

whether or not an incU:ri4ual teacher agrees with

th~

'l'ha t is to say,

statement is not

relevant; all of the statements ere pertinent to the teacher-administrationschool board relation.ship as it exiets today.

If the:t·e ia a discrepanc1

between the teacher's attitude and the attitudes which be believes characterize the reference groups, this betrays a sense o! &l16nrstion.

It is important to note that we are,

thrcughc~t

Section III o! the

questiounaire, trying to diacover the teacher's perception

or

the situation.

One 11ight be tempted to ask wbJ the reference groups were not Gsked to till
out a ;;imilar quostion.::iaire in order to determine whether arcy- discrepa:1ay

exists between wlwt the teacher thinks would be the attitude of the rG!erouce

\

group and what that attitude actually is.

Quite apart from considerations

of time and cost in such an undertaking, the results, whatever they might be,
would simply not be relevant to a discussion of the sense of alienation as
it exista or does not exist among teachers.

In any sense of the word,

feelings of alienation result from the individual's perception of the situation, irrespective of the degree to which that perception conforms to the
objective situation.

If there is a degree of difference between the two,

the problem this difference illuminates is one of communication.

If the

discrepancy is conisistently and perversely great, then the problem becomes
one of neurotic attitudes.

In either case, an attempt to arrive at an

objectiTe situation would have little to contribute to this study as it is
presently conceived.
In item

48, then. the measure will be discrepancies between the

teacher's attitude toward the propositions put forth and what the teacher
perceives as the attitude of the reference groups toward the same propositions.

Again, in order to accomplish this the five reference groups will

be divided into two categories: {l) administration--represented by the
school board, the superintendent, and the principal; (2) the community-represented by the typical parent and the editor of the local newspaper.
The measure will be 'based upon the number of discrepancies which occur within
each of these two groups.

For example, a discrepancy between the teacher's

attitude and one of the reference groups in the administration would receive
a score of "l"; if it occurs between the teacher and two these reference
groups, the score would be "2"

In the category of community the same would
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apply.

'!'here fore, the maximum score fr:>r administration would be "3," and

for community it would be "2."

The maximum score for each proposition would

be five. and the total maximum score tor all of item 48 would be 45.

Divided

into administration and community, the total possible score6 would be 27 for
the former and 18 for the latter.
anticipated, aB in items 33 to

In the analysis of

38.

th~

data, it is

that there might be a significant

difference between the feelings of teachers toward the administration and
their feelings toward the community.

That is, teachers might well feel a

degree of alienation from the adrninistration that they do not feel from the

community, or vice versa.

A discrepancy will be said to exist when there

is more than one number between the teacher's attitude and the at-titude he
ascribes to a particular reference group.

For example, if the teacher

indicates his own attit•1de with a #4 response and the attitude of the
reference group with either a #2 or a #l, a discrepancy will be said to
exist.

If the teacher indicates his own attitude with a #4 response and

the attitude of the reference group with a #3, no discre1).:.mcy will be said

to exist.

The scores thus obtaiDed will

b~

rated according to the following

scales for all of item 48.
Administration
0- 9 •••••••••• No Alienation
10-18 •••••••••• Moderate Degree of Alienation
19-27 •••••••••• High Degree of Alienation

Comunitz

6 •••••••••• No Alie1lation
7-12 •••••••••• Moderate Degree of Alienation
High Degree of Alienation
13-18
0-

...........

In item 49, taachers are asked to rank high school teaching on the
basia of !actora thought tv b9 associated with jobs in which there is a high
dagree of job satisfaction.
numbered

r•e~onse:

Again, these can he scored according to the

a high score indicates a low

r~nking

and vice verisa.

Teachers who rank their profession as "Not So High" or "Very Low" will be
considered as exhibiting a degree of alienation.
therefore, will be considered.
assigned tor each

fr-13,

Only those responses,

On the alienation scale one point will be

or "Not So High," response and two points tor each

IP+, or 0 Very Low," response.
In item 52, only A, B, and C will be utilized as indicators of
alienation.

They reveal something about how teachers feel about their jobs,

and how successful businessmen might feel about the teaching profession.
The aucceasful businessman seemed a good choice since he rather epitomizes

the American cultural concept of the type of person best suited to make
important decisions.
The problem with this item is in the ordering of the responses.
It would have been more convenient to ba ve the responses proceed from "yes"

to ttundecided" to "no," so that the response numbers could again be used
aa the scale.

In this case the procedure will have to be that a #1 response

receives one point, a #2 response receives three points, •nd a #3 response
receives two points.
Now that all of the items which will be used as measures of
alienation have been set out, and the exact method of their use prescribed,
the next step is to explain the method in which they will be combined to
... ,..... .. , .; ....... ti""' ----:;;:;.
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c.

Alienation Scores

The assignment of certain values tv given respon;.;es on the aix
questionuaire items 53-38, 46, 47, 48, 49, anu 52, is plll'ely arbitr.:;;.r;y.
dowevei~,

the !act th.at

iu

assigning theae valu·;Ja g.re<Atsr w0ight

to some items was intentional.
and 47 because they

relat~

G~eater

~as

b"iven

weight was assigned to items 46

to the econolllic aspect oi the teacher'z life.

!t m·uat be:t evident that it has been assuwed that the riaing tidil of militancy

among teaohers has as one of its primar1 motivations the

aalaries and oconomio fri::lge benetita.
kr.t.0~ledge"

t~1.at

d~sire

:for iuoreased

Tb.i.s is one of those "common

assumptions that needs to be teatod.

lt is not presumed here

the items on this questionnaire teat the assumption with &lJ¥ degree

of adequacy.

motivating

these ite.tllUll du reeoguize that

Ho~ever,

fo~ce,

and ti;wt

e.:c:tremel,t 111.1po1·tant.

aal~ri~s

waich are

deem~d

~la1·y :!JU-;{

bt.• a major

inadequate would be

There are very few \;hings th&t affect co

~cy

aspects

o! a peraon's lite aa a lack oi sufficient funda.
Another important factor in contributing to feelings of job
aliorution is a lack of prestige accorded to tile j.:>b.

lll.Duner !eela th:it

lack oi prestigo is tho single most iwportant factor in joo dissatisfac'!;ion.

Thia is the reason for giving additional weight to items 49 and 52; they
ar& in·tended to

me~sure

the teacher's perception of the prestige Villus of

high school teaching ..

1

.mauner, Alienation and Freedom. P•

16.

1

as useful in the measurement of feelings of alienation.

Here is the point

at which some of the weaknesses of the questionnaire intrude themselves:
(l) There are too many items; to deal with all of them would take much too

long.

(2) Not all of the items are stated in the same direction.

For

instance, in item 46 a high response number 3 indicates job dissatisfaction.
In item 51 a high response number 5 indicates a good self-image of high
school teaching, and in item 52, the high response number 3 indicates a

prestige rating that is between good and bad which are indicated by responses
#1 and # 2 respectively.

The shortcomings in the arrangement of the questionnaire items were
only partly responsible for the decision to use an entirely independent
alienation score.

The most important factor, as explained earlier, was to

avoid a post-factum hypothesis based on the results.

As Merton explains,

once the data are kn.own, it is not difficult to develop a hypothesis to
fit the facts.

1

In an M.A. thesis paper of this type, in which the most

pressing need is to finish, the temptation to order the data to fit the
hypothesis is strong.

Hence, the need to establish a device--such as an

alienation score--which prevents such a stratagem.

The criteria are esta-

blished first, and the data measured against them.
The lltilximum point values for those items selected are as
follows:
1Merton, Social Theory and Social Structure, pp. 93-95.
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Alienation
Point Value

-

Item

33-38 • • • • • • • • • • • •
46 • • • • • • • • • • • • •
47 • • • • • • • • • • • • •

48 • • • • • • • • • • • • •

4
l

'

4

49 • • • • • • • • • • • • • 10

52 • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Total:

6

JO

Each responjent will be given a total score based upon his score
for each of these items.

Then a frequency distribution will be made and

class intervals established.

The median of the scores will be computed.

Since it is certain that some teachers will score high and others low, a
fairly normal distribution of scores is anticipated with a heavy concentretion of scoree immediately to the right and left of the median.
Respondents with scores above the midpoint of the interYal in which the
median falls will be regarded as exhibiting a high degree of alienation;
respondents with scores falling at or below the midpoint of the interval
containing the median will be regarcled as exhibi ti.ng a moderate degree of

alienation. except that

resp~ndente

whose scores fall below the midpoint

of the class int•rval in which the :first quartile is located will be

regarded &s the low-alienated group.
'?he decision to use the median score rather than the mean or the
mode is based on the previously indicated assumption that the distribution of alienation, or, more specifically the distribution of alienation
scores, will be statistically near normal.

It is necessary to begin

With the most "typical" object in order to make any judgments about
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which objects shall be lalle.i.wd "at;fpical. 11

When

seekin~

the mcst typical

sco1·e in a collection, the median is the av•rage that should be used.

1

Convenience is the reason for using the midpoint of the inte.rv&l in which.

the median score occurs.

In computing median scorea--or mean seorea--it

is most often the C&$e tiwt th• &iez·sge llWill be

fraction of the next whole numbtiI·.

&

\lol:..ole n1.1..r1::i'$r ar;.d

Cii

With these ali<::na tiou scores there

will be no ft·actional scot·•s, and, while this !act does not make it
impossible to work around a fractiorual average, the use of whole numbe.r·e

uxi.der such circumstances is eaoier 11Without sacrificing aI13 of the accuracy.
It is not likely that the median score will be the midpoint of an interval,
and the common practice is to use the midpoint oi' the interval rather than
the nec.r·est whole r1umbe1·.

Again, vei·y little acGuracy will be lost in the

kind of dist1·ibution resulting t'l'om a measurement in which the maximum
i·a1:i.ge is "el'O to thirty• since tbe class intervals will be necessarily

&mall.
B.fo.t•e getting into the computation and analysis of' alienation

acores, the sample population ought to be described.

1 Paul Bloomers and E.F. Lindquist, Elementary Statisticjl Methods in
Paychulogx and Educatiqn (Bostons Houghton Mifflin Co., 1966 , P• 218.

CHAPTER III
THE SAMPLE POPULATION
Exactly who are the teachers who responded to this lengthy
questionnaire?

How can they be discribed?

Well, they can be described in terms of certain routine Tariables
such as age, sex, marital status, family background, education, religion,
etc.

These routine variables are covered rather thoroughly in the

questimmaire.

When the responses to the items are properly divided and

totaled, the population has been described.

A. The School District
First, some general statements about the school districts.

The

Leyden Township District bas just over 3000 students and the Downers Grove

District just under 3000.
of the teachers:

~

There is some contusion about this in the minda

indicate that the size of their distrj.ct is between

501 and 1500; 5$ say it is between 1500 and 2999; and

/
4~ say

it is oTer

3000. Several factors are operating here which contuse the issue. First,
the teachers do not have an accurate count of student population; second,
the figure in both districts is very close to 3000; and third, there is
some evidence that some of the teachers are responding by indicating the
size of the

st~dent

population in their school alone.

Sixty per cent of the respondents indicate that the average class

Ta}~ing

size ie between 26 and 30.

a wider range,

94~

ot the teachers

indicate that the average class size is somewhere between 21 and 35, with
2Yf, saying it is 21 to 25 and ll% saying that it is between 31 and

Usually, exact information is available, but is not publicized.

35.

Admini-

stratively it is often felt to be unwise to simply "give out" such
information, since it llight create morale problems.

If, for instance, the

average class size is announced as 28, teachers who have five classes in
which there are more than thirty students are apt to feel unhappy.

Average

class size does not take into account that in most school districts classes
for slow learners and classes for the gifted are intentionally kept under
the size of what is considered a normal class.

The average class size

also counts personnel who do not have classes, librarians and guidance
counselors would be in this category.
It is probably true that the average number of classes per day in
any high school district in Illinois is five.
five as the average, while

73~

In our sample

67'

indicate

aay that is the number they teach.

One

per cent indicate that the average is less than five (1% is two respondents),
while

2~

indicate that they teach less than five.

Thirty-two per cent

indicate that the average is six or more, while only "3'Jf, say that they teach
six or more classes per day.

'rile figure of 21% who indicate that they

teach less than five classes per day is probably inflated by the fact that
the questionnaire does not distinguish between full-time teachers on the
one hand and persons who function as guidance counselors, part-time
administrators, or teachers of special classes on the other.

It is not so

32% who feel that the average number of classes is

easy to account for the
six or more.

One cannot say that they are generalizing from their own

experience, since only ;ti, actually teach six or more classes.

Nor can it

be explained in terms o ! di f:ferent types of scheduling, i.e. , one school
district may employ a schedule calling for fifty-five minute periods while
another might have forty-two or forty-five minute periods with an additional period during the day.
of the sample and Leyden

?~.

In this study, Downers Grove constitutes Z'/'tO
It might appear, because fl'1> of the sample

indicate five and 2'-' indicate six as the average number ot classes, that
Leyden bas one type of schedule and Downers Grove another type.
however, only

3~

Again,

say they actually teach six or more classes; this is a

total of five people.

This would mean that virtually all of the Dowuers

Grove respondents are atypical in that they teach fewer than the average
number of classes.

At this point the only possible conclusion is that the

32% who indicate the average number of classes as six or more just do not
have a111 idea and are guessing.
From Table 3.1 it appears that the teachers have one free period
during eaeh school day which can be \l8ed for preparation.

Seventy-three

per cent say the7 have five hours per week for preparation during school
hours,

l~

say they have less than five hours per week, and

have six or more.

8%

say they

There is a rough correlation between these figures and

those describing the number of hours per week spent on non-teaching
assignments during school hours.

Eighty-six per cent say they spend five

or less hours per week on such assignments, 8% say six to ten hours, and
4~ say over ten.

These two sets of figures indicate that most of the
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people working on non-teaching assigmPents are doing so during that one
hour per day supplied for preparation time have intended to indicate that
they spend zero hours per week on non-teaching assignments, that leaves
thirteen per cent who spend between one and five hours per week on such
assignments.

This is very close to tbe 17% who have less than five hours

per week for preparation during school hours.

It is safe to assume that

some of the 17% are indicating th.at a "free" period is "free."

Hence,

they have no time for preparation during school hours.

SCALE OF HOURS PER WJlm SPEN'f BY TEACHERS IN
SAMPLE ON NON-TEACHING ASSIGNMbN'l'S AND

PREPARATION TIME DURING SCHOOL HOURS
Non-Teaching Aasigllllents
Hours

0-5
6-10
Over 10
No
Response

Distribution
No.
~

Preparation Time
Distribution
No.
~

lloura

,,.

17

Under 5

14.3

73

J'ive

8

8
4

4

2

5

169
15

86

l

13

l

1
2

Sh:
Over 6
No Reaponse

With regard to extra-curricular activities without additional
tOllpeneation, the lack of refinement in the questionnaire is again apparent.
Eighty-six per cent of the respondents indicate that they spend five or
1••a hours per week on extra-curricular assignments without additional
OOlapensation, and l~ indicate that lh•Y spend more than five hours per
"••k on such assignments.

The prob1em is that we have no way of knowing

how many teachers included in the
answer was zero.

8~

intended to indicate that their

It is important because the notion of "extra pay for

extra work" is gaining wide acceptance in school districts.

A school

district in which a large percentage of teachers were spending

!!}l,

number

of hours per week on extra-curricular as . .,ignments without additional
compensation would

1.ikely t<, :iave a higher number of teachers showing

signs of alienated feelings.
One would also expect to find that in teacidng situations where
the attitude of the district toward the autonomy of the teacher in the
classroom is seen as rigid, there would be signs of alienation.

Table }.2

shows the distribution of responees to the item on the questionnaire, which
states, "With regard to autonomy of the teacher in the classroom, I would
describe 111 district ••••••"

TEACHERS' PERCEPTION OF ATTITUDE OF THEIR
SCHOOL DISTRICT !OWARD AUTONOMY or
THE TEACHER IN THE CLASSROOM
Distribution
Deaee of RirlditY

Very Rigid

J'reauenc:v

s

2

1

Soraekha t Rigid

30

1.5

A Little Rigid
Not At All Rigid

65
88

33

No Reaponse

11

6

45

'l'vo interpretations of Teble 3.2 suggest themselves immediately.
fhe first is that fully 45'>, better than 4 out of 10 teachers, are willing

to describe their district as giving the teacher complete autonoay in the

olaesrooa.

If the 3."6 are added who describe their district as only "•-

little rigid," the conclusion is that

?~

of these respondents are prett7

well satisfied with their district's attitude regRrding the autonomy of
the

teacher~

Since one would expect to find a certain degree

in a bureaucratic structure, justification for adding the

3~

or

rigidity

hardly seems

necessary.
The second obvious interpretation is that l~, almost 2 out of every

10 teachers, feel their district is more than a little righid about teacher

autono113' in the classroom.

If these thirt7-tvo teachers are very vocal,

or if something should occur to make thea vocal, there are more than enough
to "stir thing• up. tt

If we add to this the tact that another 33% already

have some feeling about rigitit7, it woulcl not take much "stirriug" to
produce a mixture demanding action.

The crux of the matter must be the

moral judgement individual teachers will make about tie extent of a teacher's
right to autonofllY in the claaaro011.

It is u fe to say that man;,y teachers

regard their rights as emamating from the rights of the community, the
achool board, or the adidaist.ration.

On the

otbe1~

ba.u.d, many teachers

regard autonomy in the clessroom aa "the" right; nothing will move them to
anger more rapidly than to have someone interfere with their classroom or
with the classroom of a colleague.
Both the Leyden District and the Downers Grove Distr·ict have
teachers• organizations which represent teachers in negotiations or discussions with the administration and the school board.

Leyden District is

represented by the American Federation of Teachers which has an exclusive
~ bar,;tainirur contract with the school board.

Downers G1·ove teachers are

apparently represented by an affiliate of the Illinois Education Association,
an unaffiliated local group, and an informal local group.

There is no

exclusive bargaining contract betveen the board and a-ny group, although all
of the teachers indicate that such a contract exists: some indicating it
is with IEA, some indicating it is with the local unaffiliated group, Sld a
few that it is with the informal group.

At the very least, there is some

confusion about it, and the contusion probably stems from the tact that too
ma-ny teachers do not understand the meaning of an exclusive bargaining
contract.

Even in the Leyden District where a collective bargaining election

took place in the Spring of 1966, and where the union has been on the verge
of a strike each ot the last two Junes, and where over

90%

of the teachers

voted to 11ake the A.Pl aole bargaining agent for the teachers, a number of
respondent• indicated that no suoh contract exists; others .from

th~

same

district indicated that such a contract exists, but that it is between the
school board and the local affiliate of the Illinois .Education Association.

B. Cb!racteristice of the Population
If this sample pop\llation is even nearly representative of high
school teachers,
tion.
female.

While

4~

th~n

high school teaching is predominantl1 a male occupa-

gave no reaponee to this item, 59% are male and 37)(, are

'-'able 3.3 shows the age distribution of the eample.

It may be

significant that the smallest number falls between the ages of 31 to 4o.
!his will be taken up later, but it appears that there is a high dropout
rate among teachers who have passed their thirty-tiret birthday.

AGE DISTRIBUTION OF TEACifiRS IN SAMPLE
Age

Number

21-25

31
41
18

26-30

31-35

36-4<>

~of

16
21

9

24
4o

41--50
Over .50

12
20

~

17

8

:ro Response

Total

4

Table 3.4 describes the aarital status of the teachers in the
population and shove the number of dependent children among mrrit..t teachers.

MARITAL STATUS AND NUMBER OP'

DEPEt."DENT CHILDREN AMONG
MARRIED TEACHE:QS

Marital Status

lumber

'

of Total

44

No. ot
Ch-1.ldren

·Number•

~

ot Total•

25

None
57
38
One
14
21
widow-Widower
ho
22
33
Three
Separated 16
25
4
Four
Divorced
2
6
9
OYar Four
No Response
l
l
4
7
*fotal is onl1 152. Responses of single men were assumed to be "None."
Sing.le
Married.

141
6

12
3

Table 3.4 t!!'sumea that }je1~so1w who have indicated their marital status as

"Single" ahtiuld. not be couuted when considering the number of dependent
cHldren since thier presence would naturall1 be a distorting factor.

an' case the table shows that

2~

In

of those with children have three or more

.51
dependent children.

Thia would be 21% of the total (196) population.

Two teachers did not respond to the question on race, but all of
the 19'+ who did are Caucasian.

While this figure tells something about the

all-white suburban ghetto, for the purposes of this study, it eliminates
race as a factor in the possible alienation of teachers.
Table 3.5 gives the religious affiliation of the population.

Again,

it is worth noting here what seems a surprisingly large number of teachers
who are not affiliated with any religion.

RELIGIOUS AFFILIATION OF
TEACHERS IN SAMPLE
Religion

Nua'ber

Protestant
Catholic
Jewish
Other
No Affiliation
No Response

~of

98

50
27

.53

6
5

32
2

Total

3
3

16
1

In Table 3.6 it can be seen that in political preference

4~

of the

teachers have indicated no preference for either of the major political
parties: 38% listing themselves as independent, and

~

as having no prefer-

ence.
It may be that Table 3.6 offers too fine a distinction to make
tendencies readily apparent.
the distinctions less fine.

It does provide the information for making
It is possible to consider the information

giTen on political preference in terms of Democrats and Republicana and/or
conservatives, moderates, and liberals.

Table 3.7 presents the information

in such a way.

POLITICAL PRE~CES OF
TEACHERS IN SAMPLE
Politieal Preference

Nwnber

Conservative Democrat
Moderate Democrat
Liberal Deilocrat
ConserTative Republican
Modex·ate Republican
Liberal Republican
Conservative Independent
Moderate Independent
Liberal Independent
No Preference
Ho Response

~

ot Total

9

5

22
20

11

10
?

14

16
5

32
9
l.5

TABLE

!

8

;55

18

24

l2

1.5

8

1

l

3.7

POLITICAL PREFERENCES OF TEACHERS
IN SAMPLE RECONSIDERED
Political Preference
Democrats
Republicans
Couervati•••
Moderates
Liberals

Table

Nuber

• of Total

51.
55

26
28

38
89

20

53

~

4.5

3.7 reveals that these teachera are about evenly divided

between Demoorata and Re ublicana.

The faat that almost halt 4

of these

53
teachers describe themselves as moderates is probably the most significant
tact brought out by this table.

Two brief quotations can serve to illus-

trate this point:
'l'he tire is from Barry Goldwateri

The problems which face us todl.ly ere many and complex,
and they have been made more nuraeroue and more complex
by repeated tampering with the natural lave which have
governed the lives of men for thoueande of 1•ars. But
these problems can. be solved, and will be solved, when
at last we determine to abandon frenzied social experimentation and return to the tested governmental :principles whicf made our naUon the greatea the world has
ever known.
Talking about tbe many and comples problellS faced by society,
Hubert Humphre1 offers the !ollowL:ig:

LIBr;RALISM offers no easy answers or simple solutions.
It .22!! challenge liberals to seek new and more effectiYe methods to strengthen freedom and spur man's progress. 2
Both cons•rvetism and liberalism are seen here as movement away
from the

st11ttu~

quo-change.

T'n~t

would seem to leuve the moderates in

command of the middle ground, for the most part &atisfied with the status

quo, and

45%

as moderaha.

of the teachers in this sample

b~ve

identified themselves

W'tieth.er or not this is good or bad will deJ,Jend upon .the

way one sees the role of today's teacher in relation to the general society,

and upon what :part one expects to see the schoolzs play in shaping that
society.
1 Dean Smith, Conservatism: A Guide to Its Past, Present and Future in
American Politics ~The Hearst Corporation, New York, i963), p.x.
2

Milton Viorst. LiberailiSll: A Guide to Its Pa.st, Present and Fu.ture in
American Politic' (New York: The Hearst Corporation, l§bJ), P• vii.

Table 3.8 shows the years of full-time teaching in the respondents•
present school district and the total years of full-time teaching experience.

TEACHING £XP~IE.NCE UF' TEACHERS IN
SAMPLE IN PRESENT DISTRICT
AMD IN ALL DISTRICTS

-

- - - - - - - -........Fu-11·-Tim...--T..--h-i-·---ri---·---~··---,-·------~---,
eac ng .1!£Xpe ence
i
i

•

In Present Distriot•
,_ of Total
Number
1 Y~s
_............,.._

r

Total EJ!:pel.'i.euee"' •

!

..

0-.5

I 6-10
111-1!>

-

~
~

62
41
26

45

0-5

22

36

18

6-10

11-15

'..

8
5

•
••

Number

88
4}
10

'16-20
21-2.5
Over 25

Year•

34

16-20
Zl-2,

10

Over .25
did not respond to this item.
did not respond to this item.

22

'

~of

Total

32
21

13

17

'

ll

Perhaps the most significant fact revealed in this table is that almost
one-third of the teachers in the sal!lple have been teaching for fiTe years
or less, ai•d that

district.

4'-' have

spent five or fewer

:re~rs

in their preaer.t

The table also indicfiates that there are many more teachers who

leave their first district than there are who remain in their first district.
J'or instance• 45% who have been in their z>resent district ti ve years or

fewer, but only 3ZX> who indicate 0-5 as the

tot~l

yeare of experience.

This tendency holds until the fifteen years category has been passed, at
which point the tendency reverses itself.

This, of course. suggests a

great deal of lateral job mobility, which is born out b7 the fact that in
re onse to the

uestion "In how ma

different school districts hiave:" ou

r
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been employed during your years of full-time teaching experience?"

3-" said

they had been employed in three or more districts; 31% said two, and

32!5

said one.
!he income levels of teachers is usually thought of as being the

most significant point in their general dissatisfaction.

It is, therefore,

important to understand what those income levels are before any conclusiona
can be drawn about their relationship to job dissatisfaction and consequently to alienation.

Table 3.9 gives the income distributions of the teachers

in the sample for teaching only and for teaching plus income from other jobs.

DISTRIBUTION OF INCOME OF TEACHERS IN SAMPLE BY '.l'EACHING
INCOME ONLY AND 'lOTAL INCOME EXCLUDING
INCOME FROM RENTALS OR INTEREST

•

I
i

Total In.come
'of Total Number
" of 'lotal

Teaching Income
LeTel

$5,000-6,500
6 t .501--81t-OOO
8,001-9,500
9,.501-ll,OOO
ll,001-12,500
OYer $12,500
No Response

Number

16
3.5
3?
4o

8

18
19

38
24

20
20
12

6

3

4
8
26
24
44

83
1

I

2

4

13
12

23
42
I+

In order to obtain a reasonably accurate picture of the impact of "moonlighting" upon income levels it was necessary to phrase the question about
total income in such a way as to eliminate income which might be the result
of inherited monies or family gifts which have been invested to produce
additional income.

The figures in Table 3.9 do reveal the impact of moonlighting upon
teachers incomes.

Eighty-five per cent of the teachers are earning leas

than $12,500 for teaching only aa compared to

constitutes the total income,
income exeeeda $12,.500.

54~

for whom $5,000 to $12,.500

Fort1-two per cent indicate that their total
14~

In this category twent7-eight teachers, or

of

the total population, are earning between $12,501 and $14,000; twent7-six
teachers,

l~,

are earning between $14,001 and $15,500; twenty teachers,

l°"• are earning between $15,.501 and 117,000; fiye teachers,

~.

are earning

between ll?,001 and $18,500; and tour teachers, 2'/f, are earning something
in exeeaa of $18,500 per 7ear.

Ou the question concerning the number of additional wage-earning
positions, including summer employment,
more extra jobs:

27%

5~

responded that they held one or

indicated it was one, with the other

2~

indicating that

it was two or more; "' said that it waa three additional jobs and "' said
it was more than three.

The figure• on moonlighting coupled with the ftgures on income can
be used to support the argument of teachers that money is not the most
important factor in the rise of teacher militancy.

While it is certainly

difficult to separate the two--11oney and tille--i t is clear that the
majority of teachers are baying their energies diverted; it is not difficult
to understand that they might feel that such diversion is detrimental to
their professional competence.

In support of this contention it is

interesting to note that in response to tie question, "Considering the real
worth of a good teacher•a contributions to society, what would be an
adequate and deserved yearly income for a high school teacher?"

?3~

responded

57
that it ought to be $15,000 or moret
29.' faToring $18,000 or more.

8'-'

4.ft~

indicating $15,000 as adequate and

There is a connection between the facts that

are earning less than $12,.500 for teaching, that

53%

are moonlighting,

and that 73% feel that an adequate and deserved salary for a good high

school teacher would be in the neighborhood of fifteen to twenty thousand
dollars per year.

Lack of sufficient incoroe means extra jobs, less leisure

time, and decreasing professional competence.
'.the background of an individual is an important determinant of his

present behaYiOD.

We have already examined such background factors as age,

sex, religion, political preference, etc.

However, if, as Wordsworth says,

"The child is fa tiler of the man," then we need to know something about the
individual•a family, community, and educational background.

Table 3.10

gives some information about the perceived socioeconomic level of the
respondents' fathers and then about their own.

SO'vIClF.cONOMIC STATUS o~.., FATH&i AS PERCEIVED BY THE TEACHERS
IN SAMPI,,ii; AND RATING 01i' OWN SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS
AS COMPARED TO THP.T OJ' TUB FATHER

Father's Socioeconomic
Status
~of

Class Level

J

No.

Upper Class
8
Upper Middle Class 42
Middle Middle Clauss 84
Lover Middle Class 30
Working Class
29
No Response

"

Total

4

,..,
21

15
15
2

Rating of Own. Socioeconomic
Status Mr. Compared to Fa·thcr
Poeition Compared to
Father

Mine is much b.igher
Mine is a little higher
Mine is about the sarae
Mine is a little lower
Mine is much lower
No Response

I

!

% of
rio.

63

Total

6o

32
31

2.2

21
ll

41

6
4

'
2

'l"D.e perceived stattis of origin is important here bec<Jousc it gives au
indication of stctus orientation.

It is the els.Si>

ori~ntation

that is most

aigni!icant in a study of thio kind, since it !a that orientation which

~l b• most likely to affec·t attitudes and belunior. 1
Seventy-nine per cent of these teachers identify themselves as
having come fro<."l the

middle cl£isa.

Even if one allows ten per cent error

at t)aCh end of the middle class for- those who may not have identified their

father's clasc accurately, the vast majority of these suburban teachers c.re
clearly middle

~lass

in origin and presumably in value orientation.

It is

just a little surpriaing,th&n, to !ind that 64% ot the respondents apparentl7

regard teacl,ing as llaving beer,

£:

vehicle

or

upward mobility.

The table, of

course, doec i.o·t ::;how how m-..ny of the reapondellts '#ho indicated thoil• own

socioeconomic status as higher ·than thtit of their fat.her are married women
whose present sta·tus wvuld be psreeived as til&t of the husbc;ind.

But even

if one assumes that the ratio of women in the total population renvd.ns

constant in this category--that is,
that they have bwwn
women,

the:t~e

up~ardly

37%

of the 123 respondents who feel

mobile--aud that all of these are married

still remain 39% of the tgtal population who view their teach-

ing career c.s h3viug !ilade thsm upwardly mobile in socioeconolli.e status.

Going one step further, aasumins that all of the women in the sample ere
mflrried, identify tbemeelvea with their husband's status an.d feel th"'t that

statua is higher than the status of their fathers, there are still 2$ who
feel that a career in teaching has contributed to upward mobility.

1Patr1cia Sexton, EQ.ucation and lucoia6H lne ualities of
Our Public Schools {New York: The Viking Press, 19bl , p. 229.

ortunit

in
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It is also interesting to speculate about the figures for those who
have identified themselves as being lower middle class and working class in
origin.

Taken together this group constitutes 30')J of the total.

This is

almost exactly the figure in each of the two categories identifying themselves as either a little higher or much higher in socioeconomic status
than their fathers.

If all of the people who identity themselves as lower

middle class or working class in origin, also feel that

th~ir

present status

is higher than their status of origin, then there are significant numbers
(~)

of teachers who feel they have been a little or very much upwardly

mobile from the middle middle and upper middle class.

Consider that 35% ot

the respondents consider themselves to have been either about the same as
or downwardly mobile from their status of origin.

If this 3.5% is subtracted

from the 64% of those respondents who regard themselves as having sprung
from the middle middle or upper middle class, that leaves 29% in these
categories who can only regard themselves aa having been upwardly mobile;
this is very close to the 33% arrived at by subtracting the working class
and lower middle class origin people from those who feel their present
status is higher than that of their fathers.

While the figures in Table 3.10

are inconclusive, and their manipulation is speculative and arbitrary, they
do seem to be indicative of a high degree of job aatisfaction.

Table 3.11 gives a breakdown of the categories into which the
father's occupation falls.

'?he data in this table seem to support the data

in Table 3.10, which indicated that the vast majority of the teachers in
the sample identified their origins as having been middle class.

Also,

Table 3.10 showed that 3°" of the teachers identified their father's status

6o
as lower middle class or working class.
Table 3.11, which shows

~

This seems to be supported by

of the teachers placing their father's

occupation in the skilled and

~nBkilled

laborer class.

OCCUPATlONAL CATEGOH.ll!:S OF FArHERS
OF TEACHERS IN SAMPLE
Occupational Category

Nuaber

Unskilled laborer
Skilled laborer
Milita17
Government a•rvice
Clerical worker
Management position
Sales position
Protesaional
Teacher
Self-emplo7ed businessman
1arraer w/own tan
Farater working !or others
No response

18
49
0

~

of Total

9

25
0

14
6
26
16

7
3
13

10

7
28
14

5
I+
14
7

2

1

6

'

8

lt might be said that skilled laborers vould be seen by many respondents
aa higher in status than lower middle class.

On the other

~and,

the same

could be said in reverse about 11a111 of the other categories; i.e., some
sales positions might be seen as working class, etc.

In general, however,

the two tables seem to lend validity to each other.
Table 3.12 shows in a general way the type of cor.mrrunities in
the teachers in the sample were reared.

vhi~h

Seventy-three per cent of these

teachers were reared outside of a large city.

This also seems to support

Table 3.10 which showed that fAOst of these teachers were middle class in
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origin and orientation, and Table 3.11 which indicated that the great
majority of these teachers were sired by men who worked in middle class
occupations.
TA.BU 3.12
ft'PE OF COMMUNITY IN WHICH TEACHERS
IN SAMPLE WE.RE REARED
'?)'pe o t

Co•uni ty

Large City (500,000 or more)
Suburb of Large City
Medium City (100,000 - 499,999)
Suburb of Medium City
Small City (25,000 - 99,999)
Suburb of Small City
Small Town (2,500 - 24,999)
Rural Town (2,499 or leas)
Open Farm
No Reaponae

Number

• of Total

''

17

0
20
l

10

21

3'+

6

3
0
l

47

24

19

10

l

l

lS

8

Table 3.13 attempts to indicate memtHtrship and extent of activity

of teachers in Yarious types of orpniaatione not connected with their jobs.

TABLE 3.13
ORGANIZATIONAL MEMBERSHIP AND EXTENT OF
ACTIVITY OF TEACHERS IN SAMPLE
Membership
and

Extent of Activity

Belong to Organization
Any Degree o t Ac ti Yi t1
Any Committee Service
Ever Held Office

Government
Sponsored

No.

~

23

13

10
13
7

9

6

6

fn>e of Organization
Voluntary
Church
Related
Oolll!lunity
No.
No. %
~

56
38
38

19

29
19
19
13

,.,

79 40

28
49 27
31 17

Fraternal
No.

45
l?
14
6

%

23
9

1

4
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At this point there is little to be gained from a elose analysis of
the table.

Only in membership in voluntary community organizations and

church-related groups are the teachers substantially represented, but in
no case is there even a simple majority of teachers active to !!!it degree in

a non-school-related organizational activity.
Tables ,.14, 3.15 and 3.16 summarize the extent of teacher participation in the teachers• organizations which exist in tl1eir school district.
Fi~y-two

per cent of AFT members consider themselves active in

their organization and 501b indicate thl:4t they attend the regular meeting
more often than "rarely."

Even with this slight exception it is apparent

that the extent of teacher participation in organizational activity is as
limited inside the profession as it is in the communit7.

While this does

not appear to speak highly of the teachers' concern, it should be remembered
that 53% of these tea.chers are moonlighting and 26% of them are doing it
at the rate of two or more extra jobs.

In addition there is the strong

tradition that ••achers either are not able or, if they are able, should
not compromise themselves by becoming involved in community activities
that might lead to controversy.

In this respect, Table 3.13 shows that

the greates extent of teacher participation in community groups is in those
groups which are church-related, groups which until very recently were
usually quite free of activities which might lead to controversy.
:rJ.nally, the educational background of the teachers in the sample
can be dealt with very briefly.
elementary schools;
versities.

8~

Seventy-one per cent graduated from public

from public high schools, and 86" from state uni-

Seventeen per cent hold a bachelor's degree, 21% have fifteen

,,
'fABLE ).lit
£'X'l,l!;i"fl TO WBICk Tl:Ac~ SA? THbY ARE ACTIVE
1

IN TEACBER8t ORGANIZA'?lONS WHICH
EUST IN WEIR trlSTRICT

Orpld.aati•

Aft
I EA-ffEA
VnatfiliaW
Informal Qrovp

llstent to Which !Mehen are Actiff
' Soaewbat
lnact1-N · :00.a lot Appl.J' No .RNpoue
He.
No.
No •
Mo.
~

,.
,.
,,. 17" '9
17
''
17,.
'
...
''
,.lS
V•rt

•••

6

2

28 lit
9
10

l

9

itl 21
9
2

•

.

)6

72

U9

16'
18o

85

'1

2
2

92

2

2
l
1
l

TABLE

B.ACJWl.S. SERVICE ON CCMMtftI;& Arm SERVI('..£ Ai
OWI<.'DS OF ftAOBERa • OHQ.441XZATIONS

Orpniaatioa

---

Senioe oa Collmittff
Ii•. .

$of TOW.

lt8

26

Aft

IEA-l&A

•of 'l'Otal

1,u

28

,.

19
'1

18
"I

.Jl

u

Juff1liate4
·{;·ti

Seni" ea Otttov

YAILE ).16
FUQOENCY 01'~ 'l'EACHEBS • At'rENDANCE AT lmULAJt
81.'TINQS OF 'SACBEBS • ORGANIZATIONS

J'nqunq ot
OJopmatioa

EMl7 Heet.1•
No.

Aft

1--N&A

Uuftiliated

Informal Group

17
9

'
2

•

''

2

l

At.tendciriC• . , MMU:op

...,.,

'"4t••ntl7

16
It

'

j\

Occmonal.11
lfo.

25

a
2

)

.""

lanl.J

'4
1

16

8

" -"
16
.. ,,. JI.28

2

l

lt

'

No.

'2
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It? aft

......... "'ll'll••

hour• of work beyond. the bachelor's degree, 36% hold a master's degree,

2~

hold that degree plue thirty additional hours of credit, and one teacher in

the sample holds a Ph.D. degree.

!he picttire which emerses describes the teachers in this sample as

largely male, app:l"OEimstelJ' thirty-aeYen years old, married with two child-

ren, Protest.:i.nt, politically moderate, h&'f'ing between six and ten years of
teaching experience, earning slightly more than S9,.500 per -;rear for teachiJlg

only and approximately Sl.2,000 in total income.

These teachers have pre-

d.ollinantl7 middle class origiwu11 and are strongly inolined to feel that the7

ha•• been upwardl.J ao'bile in regard to the llOCioeoonold.e status of origin.
Moat of

them grew up in small cities or towu. '!'hey are graduates of

pu'blic school syateme at the •l•entar7, Hcondaq, and college levels, an4

h.oldera of the M.A. degree with some •clditional work \M7oad that leTel.
Generall7, the7 do not belong to •1'11 organizationa 12.:.d they are not actiYe
ia the organiaations to which the7 do 'belong,

ANALYSlS OF THE RESULTS
A.

~.lts

of Alienation Scores

At the close of Chapter II it was explained that each of the onehundred-ninety-six

:r•epondent~

would be g:i.ve?l. sn aliem.,tion score based

upon their choice of resi1orme to those itema previously designated as
11eaaurMente of alienation.

Eacm of six question."lSire items, 33-38, 46,

47, 48, 49, and 52, was assigned an arbitrary score value, with greater
weight assigned to items 46 and 47 because of their relation to the economic aspect of tbe teacher's life.

Items 49 and 52 were assigned greater

weight because they involve the prestige factor, which was deemed central
to the coucept of alienated feelings.
point Yalue

W!lls

one point for

As listed in Chapter Il, tile maximum

settled at four points for item:.. 33 to

ite~

38

taken together,

46, five points for item 47, !our points for item 48,

ten points for item 49 and six points for item 52.

It was anticipated that

a frequency distribution of the total scores would reveal a bimodal
distribution above and below the 1I1ean score fox· the entire .f.'Opulation.
Table 4.l presents the frequency di2tribution of the alienation scores.
It will be noted that the maximUt11 range pos.sible--as presented in
Chapter II-was from 0 to 30.

The t'irst thing revealed in Table 4.1,

th~..-,,

is that none of the respondents is totall;y without traces of alienated feel-

ings, and none is totally alienated.

This is a matter to be discussed in
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detail when the interpretation of the data is attempted.

FREClUENCY DISTRIBUTION O'I!' ALIEN11TION
SCORES O:F'

Frequencies

Scores
2}
22

2
0
l
0
4

21
20

19
18
17

8

16

Frequencies

Scores

Frequencies

15
14

?
11

7

19

6

12

13

15

5

l}

9
8

3

'?EACfil!!RS

Scores

12
ll
10

3

196

4
2.7

17
15
16

4
3
2

5
6
6

l
0

..;o

2;:

Perhaps the moat significant aspect of this distribution is its
symmetry.

The mean score of the distribution is 9.84, while the median

score is l0.24.

In other words, less than one-half point (.4o) separates

the mean and the median.

In a perfectly symmetrical distribution these

two averages would occur at exactly the same point.

The fact that the

median score is higher than the mean score indicates that the distribution
is skewed to the left, or toward the lower end of the distribution.

Of

course, the closer a sampling comes to symmetry, the closer it is to normal
distribution.

Hence, it is safe to conclude that the values assigned to

the items selected for measuring alienation are valid, since statistically

any characteristic measured will be distributed among the population in
such a way as to form a bell-shaped curve if its frequency occurrence were
tabulated.

Figure l presents the same distribution in the form of a frequency
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FIGURE 1. FREQUENCY POLYGON OF DISTRIBUTION
OF ALIENATION SCORES OF 196 TEACHERS
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FIGURE 2. FRE"r,UENCY DISTRIBUTION AND HIJTOGRAM OF
ALih~ATION SCORES OF 196 TEACHERS
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polygon.

'l'be heavy concentration of scores is immediately to the right and

left of the mean score, 9.84.

There are additiorwl heavy concentrations of

scores at five and thirteen, which certainly seem to suggest the validity
of the assumption made in Chapter II that in measuring abstract phenomena
a bimodal distribution is likely to occur above and below the mean.

In the

inatance of measuring alienation this seemed a reasonable assumption both
because it is an abstract characteristic and because the respondents were
in effect rating themselves.

In any representative grouping the measure-

ment of strong feelings is apt to be a measure of the tendency to conform.
One suspects thet, were it possible to measure such feeling in sorne absolutely objective fashion• rather than having the individuals rate themselves,
the results would be leas evenly distributed.

With respect to alienation

among teachers, it seems most li.kely that an objective measurement would
reveal a much higher degree of alienated feelings than are indicated in
this study.
Figure 1 gives a very vivid picture of the actual distribution of
all the alienation scores in the sampling and provides at least the
suggestion of a normal curve of distribution.

Figure 2, however, shows the

same distribution in the form of a histogram based upon class intervals.
The reason for using a histogram is that this device clearly reveals
tendencies which are sometimes difficult to discern in a polygon.

'l'he

choice of three as the interval was dictated by the necessity of making
them wide enough to be distinct from the picture presented in the polygon
in Figure 1 and narrow enough to

ke~p

with which this study is concerned.

them from obscuring the tendeucies

TABLE 4.2
AGE DISTRIBUTION OF TEACHERS !N SJU1PLE

.BY ALIENATION SCORES

21-25

26-30

?~31

N:L1l

llo.

%

Low-A

7 22

Mod-A

0.7 55

High-A

7 22

%

13 32

6 33

27

6 33

7 29

17 41

6 33

5 21

No.

11

41-50

;56-4o

31-35
r;=l8
No. ~

Ns2.4

No.
12

~

50

N=34

No Response
N::8

No.

ll

14 41

l

13

11

6

74

l

13

2:l

16 lto
I

Over 50

N='+O
No. ~

13 32

~

32

9 26

_....,,.._

No.

:i

Table 4.2 ahows ia. percentages the age distribution of the respondents
based upon the alienation acorea whioh divided them into low-alienated, moderately-alienated• and highly-alienated

~roupinge.

The most apparc-nt tenlieno;y reTealed by Table 4.2 is that the.re is
a shortage or teachers in tbe age groups 31·35 and 36-40.
that betw1Hn the

'1.'his mi6ht suggest

aa•• o! 31 and Ito teachers hnd t•.) drop out o! teaching.

If o.u.a assumes that a new te9cher entera the professi·Jn mtveen tha agea of
21 12nd 3'J, this v10uld mean th•t after approd,llately ten to filteen j"itura

a eecond income for their

fa~ili~s

sta;r home with growing cM.ldrea.

uow

~ind

it necessary or desirsblo to

On the other h.smd, per5o:us who a1·e now

'1 to 40 ye.1re old have been teachina d11ri:ag ten or f'it'teen ;f•!lrs uhe:i the
spiraling coist of living lll.ia produced. great econoi:aic pruesures as the result
of which the real purchasing power ol teachers salaries bus actually lost

ground.

1

A :survey conducted. by th• NEA supports this aspect of the data

in Table 4.2.

It shows that there is a steady decline in the nurabers of
teacllera between the ag•a of el and 4o, reaching a low ot lOJ'. 2
The table doeo not ah.ow atf1 clear rela tioruJhip betwee11 alienation

and age, except that it appeara that alienated feelings tend to decrease
after age i.1.

fable 4.3 shows quite elesrly that men in the teaching field are more
l

.Amepcan 'reacher, Vol. 51, No. ?, March, 1967, p. 17

2

Bartford• Education in Ueited State1, P• 4.54.

r ------------------------------------------------------------------likely to be alienated than are women.

The reaeons for this were atated in

Cb.apter I when the h,ypotheeia waa being considered.

SEX DISTRIBUTION OF TEACHERS IN St.MPl,E
BY ALIENAT!Ot'l .SCORES

Male
11•115

INo.

:r..

,

33

Mod-.A

,.,

29

High-A

37

'9
32

Low-A

reule
lf•75

No.

'°

23
20

No Reapoue

N=8

•

No •

-.,,

39

1

12

'2
27

'
l

lZ

Table 4.4 shows the marital atatua ot the sample population.

It

irulicates that married teachers show a marked tendency to exhibit a degree

ot moderate alienation not shared by the non-married teachers.

H\iliiJ.,;,.1.~3:AL

ST.tt'.l.'US Oi' fJIACJD.a(S IN SAMPLE
BJ ALIElfA'l'ION SCORES

Single · KuTied

,

w.44
No.

ILow-A
Mod-A

I High-A

19 43

1221
13

'°

N.J.41

Mo.

•

Widow o.r
Widower

Separated or

N-6
No.

,

No.

,

17

l

.as

17

' --

,,. .n'8'° ,.
4.3

l

"

l
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Di.Toreed

N-'t

0

75

No
Jbtaponae

N-1
No.
0
l
0

J

---

'fable 4 • .5 giTea a distribution of the number of dependent childl"en
among the married teachers.

!his data indicates that there is no difference

r~----------------,,,
between the
h~rlng

i

low-alien~t•d

snd the bighl.y-alie!&Sted group vi.th respect to

or not having children.

nvtn~~elr

If a111tning, it eppears that alienation is

related to the number of children.

That is. the in.cidence

ot

children decreases the feelings ot alienation.

NUMBER OF DEPENDENT

C~

OJ' MARIUED TEACHERS

IN SJ\Kl?Lr; BY PJ.IDlATION SCOP...I'S

Nutnr ot Chil.v.a
Nom
N-41

---..-;

No • •

tow-A

? 17
2' 6l

Mod.-A
~igb.-A

'

22

Om

Two

tls21

1•33

No.

"24
' ,.,

? jJ
9

•••
lit
9

10

'

,,Jl"

Thr••

J'our

Ni25
No.
6
9

10

Oyer .Four
No.

,.

)

I+)

Ii.

28

N•7

If•9

No •

"
,. .,.,,"
24
36
Ito
4
1 10

2

28

S11oh a ti.ruling i• th• •ppoait• of vhat one might expect to find,
assuming that alienation is related to economic need.

One poesibl• expla-

nation for it ia tbat the econoaio aee4 ereated by a growing famil7 forces
teachers to turn their attention to other aYen.ueB of income, thus giving
thea leaa time to 4eTelop feelings of alienation.

Another possibility ia

that a growing family provides sufficient Htiafactiona to nullifJ growing

feelings of job diasatietactioa.

If the former is true, then one would

expect to t:lnd th.a't the number of extra jobs beld bi a teacher is inversel7
related to the degree of alienation he exhibits. Table 4.6 supplies tbia
intonation.

While Table 4.6 does not give a clear indication of the inverse
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relationship that Table 4.5 suggests, it does show that the highly alienated
group is less likely to have more than two additional positions than the nonTable 4.6, however, is not as refined as Table 4.5 inasmuch

alienated group.

as it does not rule out the single persona who hold additional positions.
TABLE
DISTRIBUTION OF NUMBL.R

01'~

4.6
ADDITIC AL WAGE-E.ARNI!:;G

POSITIONS HELD BY ~'EAClli!;RS IN
BY ALIENATION SCORES
f
I

I

None

N•86
No.

,

Low-A
Mod-A

31 36

High-A

29 3'+

SAMPLJ:;

Number of Additional Wage-F.ar:ning Positions
Two
More than
One
'lbree
No
Responae
Three
Na9
N=9
N•7
N•.5.3
N=.:52
No.;
No.
No.
No.
No.
%

26 30

,

,

16 30
26 49

8 25

ll

4 44

13 41
l l 34

21

,

•

.56

'

o--

4
2
3

44

l

14

23

2
4

57

33

29

Table 4.? shows the years of teaching experience by alienation
groupings.

TABLE 4.?
YEARS OF 'l'EACfIING EXPERIENCE OF TEACHERS
IN SAMPLE BI ALIENATION SCORES

O to S
N=62

No.

Low-A
Mod-A

ligh-A

-

-

13

,

21

29

47

20

32

Years ot Teaching Experience
- 6 to 10
16 to 20
ll to 15
No.

,

18
13
10

44
32
24

N•41

Na26
No.

•

N•3'+

No.

9

35

ll
12

10

38

ll

?

27

~

'2
36
'2

21 to 25
N=l.O
No.
%

5
3
2

so

Over 25

,

N=22

No.

30

8
9

36
41

20

5

23

75
One would expect to find that age and years of teaching experience
are related to alienation in the same way.
in exactly the same way as '?able 4.2.

Table 4.7 cannot be interpreted

It is not certain,for instance, that

teachers with ot1e to five years of teaching experience are also in the 21
to 25 age brli_Ci:et.

Once this qualification is made, however, it can be

noted that th4' same drop in the numbers of teachers that occurred between
ages 31 and 4o also occurs among teachers with 11 to 15 years of teaching
experience.
Table

4.8 gives an indication of job mobility in the different

groupings.
Again, the expected relation between job mobility and alienation

does not hold.

One would expect that the highly alienated would show

greater tendencies toward mobility.

Two possible explanations occur which

might explain why the low-alienated might show more mobility than those who
are more alit:inated,
i1i-1olved.

and the ditferencG is gret.;te.r when over three moves are

First is the possibility that the aJ.ienated, and especially the

highly alienated, will have left teaching or reconciled themselves to a
kind of permanent alienation before they make more than one or two job
~ruu:igea

within teaching.

This is

aup~orted

by Tables 4.2 and 4.7 which

indicate an eveu distribut:i.on of degrees of alieneted feelings after a
certain age and number of years of experience.

'l'he secoDd possible expla•

nation is the possibility, supported in Table 4.9 that the low alienated
teachers are more likel7 to have come from outeide of the large metropolitan area in which they were located when they answered the questionnaire.
Table 4.9 shows that low-alienated group were much more likely to

TABU; 4.8

DIFFERENT DISTRICTS TAUGHT IN BY

One

N=63

No.

Low-A
Mod-A
High-A

,.

20 32
28
15 24

"

ALI~~ATION

Different Districts Taught In
Two
Four
Five
Three
N=6o
N=21
N=5
N=37
No.
No. ~
No. ~
No •.

,.

19 32
20 33
21 35

11 30

15 4o

11 30

9 4.3

6 28
6 28

SCORES

Over

No Response

N=4
~

No.

4

Bo

l
0

20

l
2.
l

-

N:::6

%
25
50

25

No.
0
2

4

~

-33
66

TYPE OF COMMUNITY IN WHICH

'rJ~ACHERS

IN S.AMPLE WERE REARED BY ALI.h:NATION SCORES

-

.

Type of Communi t;y

Suburb
of
Small City

.Suburb

Large

of Lge.

Medium

Ci·ty

City

C:!.t;y

Over

Small
City

100 000 to 25,000 to

i.w-i9"9

l500,000

99,999

N:6

Nul

N:c:20

~

N=34
...
,;
No.

No.

jl;

No.

~

No.

Low-A 12

23

10 29

c.

..

33

8

40

l

Mod-A

20

37

16 47

3

!()

7

35

IHigh-A

2l

40

8 24

1

12

5

25

N=53
No.

~

-

- - -

Small
Town

Rural

Open

No

'rown

Farm

Response

2,.500 to
24,999

2, 99
or less

N=47

N=l9

No.

~

No.

,, .

N::l5
N=l
llTo
% No. %
"

--

20

42

4 21

7 47

_,.,

13

28

9

1+7

6 4o

.... --

14

30

6 32

13

1-

2
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have been reared in small towns or rural areas as compared to moderately or
highly alienated group.

For the non-alienated group, a great deal of

mobility from one teaching position to another is probably associated with
geographic mobility across country and state lines.

With each move, indi-

rlduals in this group probably experienced increase in pay, a greater degree
of in-group association in larger systems, and a decrease in community
control ot their personal lives.
crease job satisfaction.

Hence, each move was more likely to in-

Conversely, among the alienated groups, most were

raised in large cities or the suburbs of such cities; hence, changes of
jobs within the teaching field would be less likely to affect job satisfaction.

It is impossible to state which of the two explanations would be

more satisfactory.

Probably they are interrelated.

Table 4.10 indicates the distribution of salary ranges.
'l'ABLE 4.10

SALA.RY• DISTRIBUTIONS OF TEACHERS
IN SAMPLE BY ALIENATION SCORES
%

Non-A

15,000

to

5,750

-

N=64

r

,

,

Mod.-A

High-A

Ns74

Ns.58

0

0

0

8

11
16

'

5,751 to 6,500
4
6,501 to 7,250
5
10
7,251 to 8,ooo
9
9
8
14
8
8,001 to 8,750
14
8,751 to 9,500
.5
9
11
9,501 to 10,250
13
7
10
14
10,251 to 11,000
7
8
6
12
lll,001 to 11,750
l
l
14
11,751 to 12,500
7
11
14
12
More than $12,500
0
2
6
!No Response
•'P•sar.hin"' onlv .. excludina summer school and night school.

f

I

l
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Table 4.10 seems to reveal that alienation is not related to teaching
income in any significant

way~

On thu surface it appears that money is not

a serious factor in job dissatisfaction, since the percentages of teachers
in all three groups is distributed throughout the salary range in approximately the same way.

However, if we consider Table 4.10 in connection

with Table 4.11, we find an interesting development.
TABLE 4.ll
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSE TO QUES'l:ION
OF FEF..LINGS ABOUT PRESEh'T SALARY

Feelings About Present Salary

Low-A

OYerpaid

Satisfactor7

Nal
No. %

Na97

Mod-A

0
l

High-A·

0

---

No.

%

48

50

- ''
14

Underpaid

36
14

N-89

No.

~

No Response
N=9
No.
~

14 16

2

36 40

2

39

" '

22
22

56

Table 4.ll shows the responses to item 46 on the questionnaire,
which contained the question, "How would you describe your feeling about
the amount of compensation you receive (tor teaching only)?"
possible responses are indicated in the table.

The three

It is not, then, the

amount of' pay which is important, but the way teachers feel about the
amount of mone1.

Dissatisfaction with salary increases sharply as the

alienation scores increase.

This suggests that it is not money that causes

feelings of alienation, but that once alienation becomes a factor• the pay
comes to be regarded as unsatisfactory, regardless of the amount of mone7

involved.

8o
Table '•.12 turns our attention to the edueatiornll level of the
teachers in the sample.

TABLE 4.12
EDUCATIONf.lL

LLV~

OF TEACHERS IN SitNPLl,;

BY ALIEHiiT!ON SC.ORES

B.A.

B.A. +15

N==33
No. %

Nal+l
No. %

8 24
Mod-A 19 58
6 18
digh-A
Low-A

Educational Level
M.A.
M.A. +30 Ph.D. &
Over
N:71
N-47
Nal.
No.
No. %
% No.
%

-

10

24

27

38

13
18

32

23

32

17
18

44

2l

30

12

'!'he pat.tern

ag~in

36
38
26

0

l
0

---

-

No
Response
Nm3

No.
2

0
l

%

66

--

33

seems to indicate that the individual's attitude

toward teaching becomes set at sometime during his teaching career.

Table

4.12 indicates that this set occurs sometime after the M.A. degree is obtained.

The highly alienated group shows s marked decrease by the time

the M.A. level is reached.

The table makea it appear that it takes some

time in the business of teaching before the strongest feelings of alieDIJtion begin to occur.

The moderately-alieDated apparently become increas-

ingly alienated es they spend their evenings in graduate school classes.
The i:•attern, then, is repeated; the highly alienated have arrived

at some kind of accouodation or have left the teaching field by the time
they have acquired very many hours of credit above the M.A. degree.
Table 4.13 shows the undergraduate background of the teachers in
the eample.
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TABLE

4.13

TYPE OF UNDERGRADUATE COLLEGE EDUCATION OF TEACHERS
IN SAMPLE BY ALIEN.ATlOH SCORES
Private 0.nomi.uational
Liberal Arts College
or University
N=.50

No.
Low-A
Mod-A
High-A

17
19
14

,.

Teachers
Stat3
Private Non-Den.ominatio:::.al
University College
Liberal Arts College
or U:Uvers.l.ty
N=36
N=llO
N=.30
No.
% No. %
No.
%

34
'8

9
10

28

11

30

34

31

13

36

33
'!>1

43

39

15

42

"'

!O

8

22

Sinoe som• o! the respondents indicated having attended more than
one type of college, the sum of the N's is in this case greater then 196.

It is quite clear from this table that alienation and t1J?e of undergraduate
college are not related in any way that is readil.¥ apparent.

There ie an

indication of a slight tendency for the private non-demoninatiom•l liberal

arts college or aniveraity to produce greater feeliugs oi alienation.

How-

ever, the fact that all other types of college background are dominated by
the moderately alienated group is the best indication that alienation is
not releted to college training.
Th;;: a&me pattern i.e c:pparent in thl" secondary and elementary levels.
By f.ar the majo1·ity in. each

elereenta1•y schools.

grouping are graduates of public secondary and

On the secondary level, 8~ of tbe non-alienated, 8~

of the moderately "'lie1:uted, and 9C% of tho highly alienated graduated
from s public school.

Ou the elementury level 73% of the non-alienated,

65;~ of the .1u<.ulerately alienated, and

74% of the highly alienated are public
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school graduates.
Table 4.14 shows the socioeconomic level of the fathers of the
respondents as it is perceived by the respondents themselves.

It is

assumed here that there would be very little difference between measuring
class back.ground in this fashion and attempting to measure it by some
objective standard.

~roup

Such an asswnption seems Yalid when the

under

consideration has a high educational level.

~.i:!ii..F-D]!;.;;)1Uifal1.t:.JJ w~lO.ECOi'iVaUC ~Vili..

Oi' Fhl'11&:1:
OF TEACilERS IN SAMPLE BY ALIENATION SCORES

Up~r

h<.>w-A

~
Mod.-A

Na64

Na?4

8

l

"

&..>ci'-leco:nornic L.a·\"ol

Class

!'
High-A
N~fiS

,..

lit

,,.16z;

ll

21

52
l.5
12

0

l

3

UpptU...·-~•iddle CJ.a;;os

a

Middle Middle Class
Lower ~iddlo Class
Working Class
No Response

45

14

WhiJ.e the !!lost noticeable feature of Table 4.14 is thu overwhelming

identification with the upper segments of

th~

middle class, thore is evident

a marked tendency for the highly-alienated to identify their family back&round as middle-middle class.

~is

is in contrast to the identification

of 2Z' ot th'!' low-alienated and 2.,,, of the moderately alienated to identify
with the upper middle class.

If

onct

aoneiders the upper middle and the upper class together,

then 30% of the low-alieDD.tad and 28% of the moderately alienAted identify

1

thdr naternsl fomil

as bolongi n5 in this oateg<>ry, ••

co~pered

to only

4.15
RATING OF OWN SOCIOECONOMIC L!::VEL COMPARED TO FATHER
OF TEACHERS IN SAMPLE BY ALIENATION SCORES
TABLE

Socioeconomic Level Compared to Father
A
A
Much
No
About
Much Higher Little Higher the Same Little Lower Lower Response
N:6
N:60
N=4
N:22
N:63
N=4l
No.
No.
No.
%
%
% No.
% No. % No. %

Low-A
Mod-A

22

22

High-A 19

35
35

17

28

13

29

48

12

30

14

24

16

32
29

7

32

2

9

2

39

6

41
27

2

33
33
33

75

3
0

--

l

25

4.16
RELIGIOUS AFFILIATION OF TEACHERS
IN SAMPL.Ei BY ALIENATION SCORES
TABLE

Religious Affiliation

34
41

35
42

High-A 23

23

Low-A
Mod-A

Catholic

Jewish

B=6

N=53
No.

19
19
15

Other

%

36
36
28

No.
2

l

3

N=5
~

33
17
50

No.

~

l

20

3

6o

1

20

Affiliation
N=32
No.
%

8
8
16

-

No

No

Protestant
N=98
No.
%

Response
N:2
No.

25
25

0

50

0

2

%

-

-

--
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18% of the highly alienated who make the same identification.
Table 4.15 shows how the respondents feel about their own socioeconomic position compared to their father's.

In this sense, it is an

indicator of social mobility rather than identification with one or another
level.

The most notable feature of Table 4.15 is the tendency of the

respondents to identify themselves as having been upwardly mobile.

'l'here

is, however, a strong tendency for the highly alienated group to locate
themselves in the same position as their father.
'!'able 4.16 shows the religious affiliation

or

the respondents.

The

data here clearly reveals a trend among teachers to be religiously unaffil•
iated, and this trend appears related to alienation.
group shows the strongest tendency in this regard.

The highly alienated
While the hypothesis

did not anticipate such a finding. reflection makes it seem quite logical.
Since organized religion in its various forms is increasingly associated
with "the Establishment," one might reasonably have anticipated that persona
with strong feelings of alienation would tend to reject identification with
whatever religious persuasion they had professed.
Table 4.17 gives the political affiliations of the respondents.

It

indicates the same trend as was shown in Table 4.16, but in much less clear
fashion.

There is a tendency for all teachers to be unaffiliated with an'¥

political party.

Generally, to be politically independent signifies an

unwillingness to be associated with either of the major political parties.
There is a tendency for the highly alienated to be more inclined to identity
themselves as unaffiliated.

The same slight tendency persists if the "No

Preference" responses are interpreted to mean that these respondents did
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not wish to identity themselves as liberal, moderate, or conservative in
addition to forsaking identification with the traditional parties.
!ABLE 4.17
POLITICAL AFFILIATION OF TEACHERS
IN SAMPLE BY ALIENATION SCORES

GROUPS

Political Affiliation
Moderate Liberal ConaervatiYe Moderate
:;onservative
Liberal
Democrat 'Bepublican Republican Republican
Democrat Democra~
N=20
N•22
N=l4
Na9
N•9
N=32
No. % No. % Ifo.
% ·No.
No.
%
%
% No.

Low
·Alienated
5
Moderately
Alienated 11

23

5

6

2

22

16

44

12

34

4

50

7

35

4

27

8

4o

3

Highl1

Alienated

25

2

22

2

14

3'1

5

55

1

50

12

2

22

5

36

'°

TABLE 4.17--Contin.ued
Moderate
Independent
N=35
No.
%

Low
Alienated
Moderately
Alienated
Highly
Alienated

Political
Liberal
Independent
N•24
No.

,

Affiliation
Cons•rvative
Independent
N-15
No.
%

No
Preference
Nsl.5

No.

%

No
Response
Nal
No.
%

14

4o

1

29

5

33

6

4o

0

10

29

6

25

8

53

3

20

l

11

31

ll

46

2

14

6

4o

0

--

---

If the data in Table 4.17 are considered in terms of party af!iliation, the tendency seems to be for the low-alienated to align themselves
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with the Democrats, while the moderately alienated are about equally divided
between the two parties.

All of this, of course, is tempered by the fact

that the major tendency among all teachers is to be non-aligned.
A third way to consider the data in Table 4.17 is in the way
suggested by the hypothesis.

It was anticipated in the hypothesis that the

more alienated teachers would be most inclined to identify themselves as
politically liberal regardless of party affiliation.

~he

data in Table 4.17

shows that identification on the basis of conservative-moderate-libe1•al is
distributed in the manner anticipated.

The low and moderately alienated

groups tend to identification as moderates, while in the highly alienated
group the tendency is toward identification as liberals.

It is worth

noting that the alienated groups also show a greater tendency toward conservativism than the low alienated.

Low alienation can be eql.iated with

satisfaction with the status quo.

In this section an attempt will be made to determine whether or
not the h1pothesis has been supported b7 the data, followed by an interpretation of the data whether or not they support the hypothesis.
In order to test the hypothesie

~nd

the propositions subsumed

under it, the best procedure is t.-,, divide it into its separate items so
th.at it will be a little clearer whether or not each is supported by the

data.

(The hypothesis in its entirety is stated on p. 15.)

'l'hua divided,

it is discovered that there are fourteen distinct propositions contained

in the hypothesis.

The first of these is as follows:
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To the extent that it can be measured. most teachers in
aey representative sampling w:ill exhibit to some degree
a sense of alienation with regard to their role in the
educaitional process, vis a viu the school bottrd, the
administrBtion, ane the community.
Table 4.1 at the beglnr...ing of this chapter ehovs the frequency

distribution of t!le alienation scores assigned to all o:f the one-hundredninety-six teachers in the s;,111ple.

It

noted at that point t!>at

W.!ls

t~ul:'

possible range in scoree was from C to 30. while the aetual range of the

distribution of scores was from 1 to 23.

The conclusion was that nobody

was withou.t aome fe•ling of alienation sad nobody was completely alitluated.
A~ain,

there is no aurpriee here

some degree of alienation,

mi$ht

sine~ on~

r.eg~rdless

reas~ll:lbly

expect to find

of the way in which ali&Mtion is

defined, in any sa11pling of indi•iduals-the only pro'liso being that the

sampling be taken from a group which lives in modern societ7.
Here, then, is a deficiency in tl.e
problem which

manifeat~d

itself in the re.search de81gn.

up and called an alienst!on score.

to measure respcnses

con~eptualization

ag~inat ~ome

ot the

A scale was eat

This procedure is essential if one is
Th~

standard.

scale goes

and makes it vj.rtu.all;y i.mpoeeiblo for an,ybody to be

alienated, since only a score of zero would

hypothesis must, therefore. be confirmed.

BO

fro~

elassifi~d

qualify him.

0 to .}),

as non-

Th.e major

'fhe use of shitistical metr1ods

to divide the scale autoUU1ticelly ill8ures that Alo.st cf the resp<md.ente
will exhibit

•~tiler

b.i.gh or moclerate degrees of elie:c.etion.

Sc long <.<s

statistical definitions of the scale are utilized, the results are automatic.

Once the decision to use the medial! score as the basis for

defining alienation was made, the outcome. regeirdlea10 of cucceeding
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division into highly alienated, moderately alienated, end low-alienated,

was determined.

For instance, it might have been decided to define ae

highly alienated only those scores falling at or above the midpoid of the

class intenal containing the third quartile.

By definition the third

quartile contairu:J the upper 25% of the population.

The result of such a

definition would automatically rneou that most of the teachers would not
be highly alienated, though 25% 1Nat fall into that category.

The statis-

tical definition determines the results.
'l'he near-perfect symmetry of the distribution of scores as shown
in J!'igure 2, argues strongly in favor of the valtdity of the measurements

of alienation.

Hence, it would seem equally unwarranted to arbitrarily

select points on the 0 to 30 scale and assign label.s to them.

If the

measurements are valid, then the scale doAe indeed tell us aol!!ething s:bout
the distribution of alienation among teachers.

That ia, feelings of

alienation will be found among te-!'che:rs. and the intensity of that feeling
can be expected to occur to a high

degre~

in about the same number of

individuals in which it occurs to a low degree, with the largest number
of teachers ialling somewhere in between.

BoweYer, because of the problem in the research design, it is
impossible to say with a'flY assurance that the hypothesis as stated has
been supported by the data.
otherwise.

.Although this is true, it could not have been

By the same token, it is impossible to say

that the hYPothesie

is not valid, since it is quite clear that alienation exists among the

j

teachers in the SClmple.
If the research design is followed in the

way i,t v~s

explained in
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Chapter II, then all of the respondents exhibit some degree of alienation:

64 respondents, or 32%, exhibit what has been defined as a low degree;

74 respondents. or 38%,exhibit what has been defined as a moderate degree;
and

58 respondents,

or

30%, exhibit what

has been defined as a high degree.

For the sake of moving on, and with a clear understanding that the
research design is deficient, we will say that the major hypothesis is
supported by the data: most teachers in the sample do exhibit to some
degree a sense of alienation.

Th~t

this sense of alienation is related to

their role in the educational process Yi.a a via the school board, the
adrninistration, and the community is inherent in the alienation scale
1 tael f which , as described in Chapter II--B, "Measurements of Alienation,"

was constructed to a great extent on the basis of responses by teachers
to items which dealt with their feelings about attitudes of the school
board, the administration, and the community towards the educational process.
The second part of the hypothesis states:

The greater the degree of alienation exhibited, the more
aggressive the individual teacher will feel and the more
likely he will be to ri.ev aey teachers' organizatiol'lS as
an instrument for improYing the position of teachers in
his district.
Item 41 on the questionnaire attempts to get at this point:
If there is an organized group in your district which
represents teachers in negotiations or discussions with
the administration and/or the school board regarding matters
of salary and/or working conditions. how would you describe the activities of the group? Please answer for
all the groups that function in your district, whether or
not you are a member.
Since such teachers' organizations exist for the purpose of im-

j

proving the position of teachers through negotiations or discussions, one
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would expect to find that the low-alienated teachers would see teachers'
organizations as too agressive or about right, the moderately alienated
would see teachers• organizaLions as about right, and the highly alienated
would see teachers' organizations as too docile.

The pattern is not

likely to be absolute, but the percentage of those who see teachers'
organizations as too docile t•hould increase as we move from the lowalienated to the
who see

hi~hly

teach~rs'

alienated; in addition, the percentage of those

organizations as too aggressive should be highest among

the non-alienated, or low-alienated, and lowest among the highly alienated.
Table 4.18 presents the summary of responses to item 41.

TEACHERS'

PERCEP'l'ION Cl AC'l'IVI'l'! O.F TEACHERS' ORGANIZATIONS

IN THEIR DISTRICT IN PERCENTAGJ!:S
BY TOTAL AND ALIENATION SCORE
b

Rating Scale

All Respondents Low-Alienated

i• 2• 3• 4•
Too Docile

4 34
64 19

'

~od.

N.64

N•l96

4

Alienated Highly-Alienated

N:58
N•7lt
1• 2• 3• 4• l* 2• 3• 4• l* 2* 3* 7•

2S 2
55 28 11
2

-'

33

8

5

3 45
76 7

3

7

8 2
2 62 19
About Right
9 l
3 2
Not Present
in.District
9 14 42 4_, 8 11 41 44 10 19 57 53
9 14 46 47
No Response
17 33 42 48 26 31 45 5! 17 37 42 50 5 30 YI 38
•1 is the AFT; 2 is the IEA-NEA; 3 is the unaffiliated group; 4 is the
informal group.
Eight per cent of the iow-alienated and 8% of the moderately
alienated see the AFT as too aggressive in its activities, and 5% of the
highl1 alienated see this organization in that way.

The difference is not
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regarded as large enough to be significant, since 8% represents five
indiV"lduals in the low-alienated group, and six individuals in the moderately alienated group; while
thl"ee individuals.

5% of the

highly alienated represents only

Likewise, the 2% who see the IEA-NEA as too aggressive

represents only one person.

In similar tasbion th.a differences indicated between low-alienated,
moderately alienated, and highly alienated with regard to docility when it
ia related to the AFT are not large enough to be significant.

The striking

tact in this .regard is thcit, in @ll three groups, significant numbers of
teachers regard the

IEA-N~A

groups as too docile.

If ar..ything, the data in Table 4.18 point to a correlation between
alienation and attitude toward the l:&A-NEA affiliates.

The percentage of

teachers who feel that these affiliates ere too docile increases significantly as the alieiltition score increases.
the "about-right 0 category.

The same pattern emerges in

The feeling that the activities of the IEA-

NEA affiliates are about rigllt is inversely correlated to alienation: 28%

of the low-alienated,

1916 of the moderately alienated, and 7% of the highly

alienated feel that tte IEA-NEA affiliates are doing a satisfactory job of
representing teachers' interests with the school board and/or the administration, and orlly one out of one-hundred-ninety-six teachers could think
of them as too aggressive.·
In the t•about right" category, the AFT would appear to be satisfying
more teacherst and this feeling is correlated to rising alienation: 55% of
the low-alienated, 62% of the moderately alienated, and 7(:/1, of the highly
alienated view the activities ol the AFT as about right.

9Z
However interesting these figures are, they do not appear to
support this portion of the hypothesis, at least not in the way anticipated.
The next part of the hypothesis makes the following assertion:
Teachers who are members of teachers' unions will exhibit a gre!;ter degree of alienation 'than teachera in ,,
other teachers' organizations or teachers in no teachers' organizations.
This asaeztiou is complicated by the fact that a

mimo.:r

have indicated that they belong to both the AF'l' ant.l the ?lEA.
hundred-ninety-six respondents, 120

teach~rs--61%

of' teachers

Of one-

of the t•>tal-indieate

that the7 belong to the An', and 103 teechers--.5)% of the total-indicate
that they belong to the NEA.

It is not poll8ible at this point to determine

exactly where the overlap occurs.

Unfortun<itely, it is an overlap that

persists through sll three alienation categories; in the low-alienated

group 32 teachers indicate

me~i1bership

in the A.Fl' and 35 in the IEA-NEA-

the total in the low-alienated group is 64.

In tbtt moderately alienated

group, in which the total is 74, 46 teachers indicate their membership in
the AFT and

38

in the IEA-NEA.

Fort7-two of the highly alienated group

indicate AFT membership and 30 indicate IEA-NEA membership--the total in
the highly alienated group is only

58.

In spite of the persistence of the

dual membership, the data do show a tendency toward greater

percentag~

of

union membership in tbe alienated groupa.
Another approach to this point can be based upon a division by
school districts.

Because it is known that most of the Leyden teachers

are AFT members and that the AFT does not exist in the Downers Grove
district, a greater degree of alienation among the Leyden teachers than

I
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among the Downers Grove teachers would tend to confirm this part of the
hypothesis.

Of course, it is not sufficient that the number of Leyden

teachers be greater than the number of Downers Grove teachers in a group.
Since the Leyden teachers constitute

?J-~

of the total of respondents, only

variations from the proportion could be regarded as significant in any
category.

The data show that the Leyden teachers constitute 61% of the

low-alienated group (39/64), ?4% of the moderately alienated group (55/74),
and 84% of the highly alienated group (49/58).

It is seen that the Leyden

teachers are over-representated in the alienated groups.

It may be said

that this portion of the hypothesis is sup11orted by the data.

The next proposition:

The more alienated teachers will be married men between
thirty-one and thirty-five years old.
!he data in Table 4.2 reveal that the age group 31 to 35 remains
constant in all three categories.

Table 4.3 shows that the percentage of

men increases slightly as the alienation score increases; further, the
percentage of men, 61% in the moderately alienated and 64% of the highly
alienated, is in greater proportion than the proportion in the total sample
where they constitute .59'% of the population.

That 52% of the men are in

the low-alienated category means they are under-represented there.

Table

4.4 showa the same pattern of correlation between marital status and
alienation.

That is t tht: proportion of llil'lrried personnel increases as the

alienaUon acore goes up.
The data here show that the first two parts of the propoait:i.on are
SUpfiorted, but the third part is not.

That is, the more alienated teachers

are married and tend to be men, but they are not between the ages o! thirtyone and thirty-five.
The next proposition is:

'l'he more alienated teachers will have approximately ten
years of full-time teaching experience.
Table

4.? indicates that the largest per?entage of the

alienated

teachers have between 0 and 5 years of teaching expe!"ience .and that the

largest percentage of
exists among the

tho~••

with appronmately ten year<> of exper5.ence

low-alien:~ted

teachers.

This propoGition is uot supported

by the data.

The next point the hypothesis makes is th<1t the more alienated

teachers will have more than two children iJbom thi!ty SUJ>port.

Table 4.5

shows that the number of dependent children is not related to alienation.
The nu.mber of dependent children appears to be fairly evenly distributed
in all three alienation categories but is most similar in the low-alienated
and in the highly alienated groups.

This proposition is not supported.

The next proposition contained in the hypothesis ia that :
The more alienated teachers will be earning approximately
$10,000 yearly for teaching only.
Table 4.10 shows the distribution of teaching salaries over the
alienation categories.

The most notable feature of Table 4.10 is that it

has so many intervals it is impossible to read.

Table 4.19 combines the

intervals for the purpose of facilitating understanding.

First of all,

Table 4.19 reflects the adjustment for accuracy at the lower end of the
scale.

It will be recalled that Table 4.10 showed no salaries in the

$5,000 to 5,7.50 interval.

The minimum salary for a beginning teacher in
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the state of Illinois during the 1967-68 school year was i6,ooo.

Table 4.19

demonstrates quite clearly that this proposition is not supported by the

data.

However, the most important fact revealed by the data in this

tabl~

is th<!'t there S:pJ.iears to be absolutely no relutiousbip betwetrn alieua.:;ion
and position on the salary scale.

The distribution of teachers in all

threE-1 groups remains constant with the excep"tion oi the higher pe1·cent6!ge
of moderately alienated at the lower end oi the scale and the lowe1· pvr•
centage of the same group in th. middle range of the scale.

'.Pile striking

similarity between the low-alienated and the highly alieneited, however, is
what makes it clear that the degree of alienation is not dependent. upou
position on the salary scale.
TABLf; 4.19

DISTRIBUTION 0£' TEP.CHING SAI.ARIES
BY ALIENATION SCORE.S

Salary LH'el

%

%

Low-Alienated
N=i64

Mod-Alienated

$6,ooo - 8,750
8,751 -11,000
11,001 -12,500 +
No Response

%

.

Highly-Alienated

N=74

N"=58

30

45

34

36

23
30

32
31

0

2

31
6

Next proposition:
The more alienated teachers will have been rear•d in
metropolitan areas.

The data in Table 4.9 show that the more alienated a teacher is,

the more likely will be the possibility that he grew up in a very large
metropolitan area.

This supports the propoc::ition.

However, it is probably

more significant that a much larger proportion of those with moderate to
hignl.y alienated scores actually lived within the boundaries of a large or
medium city.

It is clear that cities rather than metropolitan areas are

more signific&nt in the study of alienation am;mg teachers.
T'.ne fact that such a high percentage of the alienated teachers were
reared in large cities tempts one to believe that alieootion emong teachers
might be relateti to iactors associated with city life.

So, for instance,

the next proposition in the hypothesis:
Among the most alienated teachers will be Catholics from
the lower middle class.
Since the questionnaire was filled out in an area which is part of
the largest Catholic archdiocese in the world, it would not be unexpected
to find large numbers of alienated public school teachers who are Catholics.
The data in Table 4.16 make it clear that the Protestants form the largest
percentage of all three groups. The percentage of Catholics remains fairly
constant in each group.

The sharp

ri~e

in the percentage of those who

indicate they have no religious affiliation among the highly alienated
certainly suggests a relation between alienation and withdrawal from formal
religion.
The second part of the proposition suggests that the more alienated
teacl1ers will have come from tht:l lower-middle class.

Even if one adds to

thie the working class, the data in Table 4.14 on socioeconomic status will
not support the hypothesis.

In fact, Table 4.14 indicates that

6616 of the

highly alienated teachers have come lrom the self-attributed middle-class

and tne upper class.

!he data obtained from the questionnaire will not eupport the

proposition that:
'l'he more alienated teachers will have attended both
public and parochial schools during the course of their
elementary and secondary education, and private, denominational, liberal arts colleges or universities on the
undergra·iuate level.
'!'he data on. education were pre!!ented eerlier in thia ehspte.r i:n
detail, beginnini with Table 4.13.

It u

30118

cleau· that the highly alie::i.,,ted

4!re most likely to have graduated from a state college or um.versity, a

public secondary school, and a public eleentaey school.

!he next proposition in the h.ypothesis is:
The educational level of the core alienated teachers will

M betweea the M.A. and the M.A. plus thirt7 hovs.

1'his proposition is denied by the data in. !able 4.. 12.

!he pro-

position, however, says betw!•q the M.A. leYel and the M.A. plus thirty
houra--an area not precisel.7 uaaured. by the question.

been obtained.

This

tind1~

•7 be important because 1 t suggests another

posaible factor in eauein& feelings of
a.~.erall7,

toward it.

The data indicate

alie~tion

among newer teachers ..

the new teacher without an M.A. degree is expocted to be working
'!'his means that in

h• will epend

ma~

addit~.on

to teaching five elaase$ each day,

evelrl.nge attending classes.

When he ia at home, he vi1l

feel the pressure to be preparing for the classes he tei:iohea or the onea
in wh.ioh he is a student.
is removed.

Upon attainment of the M.A.• much of this pressure

Failure to achieve the

de~ee Cl ften

of teachers at aome point on the salary schedule.

reaul ta in the "freezing"

'l'his aerves to drive

some people out of teaching.

It certainly puts the teacher under a great

deal of pressure, which he is very likely to resent.
The next proposition is that:

The more alienated teachers will have held more teaching
positions than the less alienated teachers.
!his proposition is explored b7 the data in Table

4.8 which shows

the number of different school districts in which the teachers in each group
have taught.

These seem to sug,-:;e.st that the highly alienated are lees stable

than the other groups, but stability is more likely related to the age
groupings in which it was noted (Table 4.2) that the highly alienated had
larger proportions of younger teachers than the other groups.

One might

ex ect then that the proportion of mobile tedcbers in the highly alienated
group will increase as we move up the number of school districts in which
teachers have taught.

When the percentages of teachers who have taught in

two school districts is considered, this expectation is met.

The highly

alienated are more likely to have taught in two school districts.
However, beyond two school districts there is a leveling at three
and four school districts, and thereafter the low alienated group apyears
to be more mobile.

The suggestion made earlier was that this may reflect

the fact that the highly alienated teacher has

le~

teaching ormade some

sort of permanent accommodation by the time he has been in his second school
district for some time.

This point needs further investigation, but it is

clear that the proposition that the highly alienated teachers will be more
mobile is not clearly supported by the data.

The data point to the opposite

direction, if mobility is seen in terms of movement within the profession--
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and this was the intent of the proposition and the question used to test
the proposition.
The following proposition is supported by the data in Table 4.17:
The more alienated teachers will perceive themselves as
being politically liberal.
As already pointed out, there is a tendency for the more alienated
groups to identity themselves as liberals.

If we combine liberal and

independent, then we note an even stronger tendency for alienation to be
identified with independent liberalism in politics.
The final proposition contained in the hypothesis is the following:
i'b.e more alienated teachers will perceive themselves
as being on the same socioeconomic level as their
fathers.

Table 4.15 summarizes the data which measures this item.

Although

the data are ambiguous, the proposition as stated seems to be supported.
The highly alienated teachers are more inclined to see their own socioeconomic position as being approximately the same as that of their father.
In addition, this group is less likely than the low or moderately alienated
groups to see their own socioeconomic position as higher than that of their
fathers.
In summary, the major hypothesis is supported by the data, but in
questionable fashion.

Of the thirteen remaining propositions,contained in

the total hypothesis, four--union membership, metropolitan background,
perception of own socioeconomic status as compared to fathers', political
preference--are supported by the data elicited by the questionnaire.

A

fifth proposition contains three separate itema--sex, marital status, age•-
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two of which, sex and marital status, are supported by the data, while the
third, age, is refuted.

The remaining eight propositions--those dealing

with aggressiveness and view of teachers• organizations, years of educational
background, mobility within the profession, and educational level--are all
ref'uted by the data.
Among the most interesting of the ideas suggested by propositions
which were refUted by the data is the one concerning motiility.

'l'he data

seem to indicate that the non-alienated teachers are the most mobile, and
within the profession, they are.

However, a consideration of the mobility

of the highly alienated group in connection with the data on age distribution, years of teaching experience, educational level, and attitude toward
pay indicates that if we could consider the teachers who have left teaching,
we would find that the reason why the highly alienated appear to be less
mobile within the profession is that they have moved out of the profession.
Thia is further supported by the data on item 39-A. oi the questionnaire which
asks whether or not the respondent has ever thought of leaving the teaching
field.

Sixty-seven per cent of the low-alienated and 83'6 of the highly

alienated also .said yes.
such thoughts.

Item 39-b. then inquired into the soriuusness of

In the low-alienated group 28% said they had thought about

leaving, but not seriously;

~ZJI>

ot the moderately alienated and 26% of the

highly alienated gave the same response.

In the three categories which

indicated that the respondents had given it serious thought, 3% of the
low-alienated indicated that they had thought seriousl1 about it; 4}% of
the moderately aliermted bad thought seriously about it.
represent~d

The numbers

by these percentages are twenty-two in the low-alienated group•
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thirty-one in the moderately alienated group and thirty-four in the highly
alienated group.

The actual difterence in numbers from the moderately

alienated to the highly alienated group is not very great; but the point is
that the more teachers who are thinking seriously of leaving teaching, the
more likely it is to happen.
lt was suggested earlier that the fact that most of th8 teachers in
all three categories feel that teaching has made them U}JWardly mobile on

the socioeconomic status scale indicates a high degree of satisfaction with
teaching.

Yet, 73% have thought of leaving the profession--'+<>% seriously,

and 4% haYe definitely decided to leave--only 50% rank teaching as "high"
in prestige and respect (45% "rather high" and 5% "Yery high").
More anomalies are presented by the data: 48% of the teachers feel
that their pay is satisfactory, but 73% feel a good high school teacher
ought to receive $15,000 or more per year, a figure which no salary schedule
in the state provides at the present time.

The majority feel tba.t they are

underpaid when compared to most other occupational categories.
Sixty-five per cent claim they would choose teaching as a career
if they had it to do over again, but

only

?YI> have thought of leaVing teaching,

45% rank teaching a• "-very high" in prestige and respect, only 44% would

encourage a son of theirs to teach, and only 22% feel that a successful
businessman would be pleased if a son of his decided to teach.
These are some of the problems raised by the data which ought to be
investigated.

CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS
If the bJpothesis is viewed a a series of statements about the
sample population--in this case teachers--then the accumulated data should

proYide the information for some alteration of the statement in the direction of greater accurac1.

In addition, the statement thus altered should

do two things: (l) provide some insights into the subject which is the

study ot the hypothesis; and (2) provide a more refined hypothesis for
further investigation.
In this study, the altered statement of the hypothesis would read
as follows:
Alienation will be found to exist among teachers in such a way and
to such a degree that its measurement will reveal a distribution very close
to a normal curve.

Further, the greater the degree of alienation among

teachers, the more likely they will be to view militant activity on the
part of teachers' organizations aa acceptable.
To continue, teachers who are members of teachers' unions will
exhibit a greater degree of alienation than any other group of teachers.

The majority of the most alienated teachers will be men; the most alienated
teachers will be married; they will be concentrated in an age gracket
between twenty-one and thirty, probably between twenty-three or twenty-four
and thirty.

Most of the alienated teachers will have between five and ten
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years of full-time teaching experience; they will be teaching at their first
or second job and will be most seriously thinking of leaving teaching.

The

most alienated teachers will have grown up in a large city; they will be
Protestants from the middle middle class who will perceive teaching ae
vehicle of upward social mobility.

8

The more alienated will show a greater

tendency than the less alienated to eschew religious affiliation.

They

will, like most of the teachers in •!11 sample, have been educated in public
elementary and secondary schools and in state universities.

Finally, they

will view themselves as being politically liberal regardless of political
affiliation; in addition, they will be more inclined to identify themselves

as politically conservative than the less alienated.

In other words, as

the degree of alienation increases, there will be a marked tendenc1 for
respondents to identify themselves at the extremes of the conservativeliberal continuum, leaving the middle ground for their leas alienated
colleagues.
So, the restated hypothesis points out where incorrect assumptions
were made in the present study and also points out the general direction
for· future study.

In the areas where the original assumptions did not

bold, new assumptions were indicated; these remain to be tested.

In the

areas where the original assumptions did hold, refinement of technique is
indicated in order to gain more understanding about the relationship between
those propositions and the phenomenon of alienation among teachers.
In exactly what ways do teachers feel alienated?

In this study we

have used alienation as a sense of powerlessness over job conditions.

The

alienation scale

In

w~s

built on this assumption and proved to be valid.
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working with the items of the question.aire whi.ch dealt with the teachers•
perception of the school board, the administration, and the community, the
data seemed to point toward a difference in the way most teachers regard
the school board and the administration end the way they rega.i-d the commun-

ity.

What's more, what in one csse seemed to be a feeling of distance from

or difference

betwe~)n

themselves and the com!!l11nity, in anothe"' case seemed

to bo the sau:ie feeling toward the school board and the administration.
feeli~

toward the community had changed.

The

The polnt is th::;t the restatement

of tne hypothosis leaves the question of clefini tiort open.

It is clear that

teachers feel s sense of alienation in more ways t:ian powerlessness.

It

is ausgestad, for instance, th9t in some ways teachers feel an extraordinary
sense of inferiority to administrators and scnool boards, a sense of inco~petenee

because they are teachers, a sense that the general commun..\ty

regards tb'7m as failures and subordinates.

Not all of these thin.gs have

been sugge:sited by itemi; on the questionnaire, but working with the data
and

jug~ling

defini tione of alienation made it clear thfitt f'etjlings of

alienation were encountered in teachers which were not precisely covered
by any of the definitions o! alienation in

t~ie

Theae are timee of great social unrest.

literature on the subject.
!be country is beset with

1

prol:>lems from what h.<Js been called "the .revolution Qf rising •Xpectati.ons."

It has been suggested that the JWtion's teachers have been a part of that

revolution, and that they, like other groups before them. have dis:overed
that there is little relationship between the justice of a cause and the
1 James Cass and Max Birbaum. "What Makes Teachers Militant,rr Saturda:t

Review, January 20, 1968,

P~·

54-55.
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ability to bring about the desired changes.

The national attention given

to the peaceful demonstrations of the civil rights movement in the early
part of the 1960's demonstrated the use of civil disobedience as a means of
collectiYe power and created the climate which makes the collective actions

of militant teachers acceptable--or, if not acceptable, at least not as
onerous as would have been the case ten to fifteen years ago. l
Like the civil rights movement, the drift of teachers' organizations
toward greater militancy--and the willingness of teachers to accept, even
force, the increasingly belligerent stance of these organizations--indicates
that the disruptive actions have only just begun.

It can be anticipated

that success in the use of teacher power will change the face of public
education--probabl;y during the next decade.
be altered is already apparent.

'!'bat the power structure will

What is less apparent is the effect that

this change in structure will have on the process of education.

The expression "teacher power" is itself nebulous.
mean?

What does it

In terms of this study, teacher power is the result of the growing

feelings of alienation among teachers.

In other words, because teachers

have felt powerless to control certain aspects of their work situation,
they have set out in quest of the requisite power to chang-e their situation.
It is apparent to anyone close to the situation that this will be a successful quest.

But it has so far reYolyed largely around salary disputes.

genuine power is in the bands of teachers, through their organizations,
what are the ways, if arq, in which it will be used with regard to what
1 cass and Birbaum, "What Makes Teachers Militant," p. 55.

Once
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takes place in the schools: curriculum changes, student-teacher relationships, day-to-day administration of schools, and professional ethics?

These

are areas where a shift in the power structure will certainly have some
meaning.

At this point it ia impoasible to say what that meaning will be.
A great deal will depend u1Jon the attitude of teachers.

Here, the

study of alieria tion as a factor in th, growing mili t.:.:rncy o 1 teachers may
provide some insights.

At the end of one of the questionnaires (which had

been filled out by a teacher who subsequently scored as one of the most
alienated individuals in the sample), was written the gratuitous comment,
"You sound like an administrator on the make!"

Without attempting to make

a specific interpretation of this comment, it is obvious that the use which
this type of respondent would make of teacher power would be different from
that of the person whose unsolicited com;,:ent was: "This is a very interesting
questionnaire.

I would be most interested in the results."

This second

person tell into the group which has been labeled as moderately alienated.
The 1967 teacher strikes in New York and Detroit provide a study in this
type of contrast.

The approach to the use of power in New York reflects a

history of teacher alienation from school board and administrative policies,
while the use of the same power in Detroit is tempered by a genuine effort
on the part of union leaders to maintain cordial relations with the board
and

superinteGdent and to see these people as responsible officials who

are sincere in their efforts to resolve problems faced by teachers. 1
Perhaps the most significant aspect of increased use of power by
1 For a complete discussion of the New York and Detroit comp~rison see
Martin Buskin, "Strikes," School Management, 11 {November, 1967), 66-74.
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teacher organizations will be thi.ngs outside of the school.

Just as

industrial and trade unions lll8.de their most significant organiza t:ional gains
only after the passage of favorable legislation, so too will teacher organ-

izations need favorable legislation e.t the state and/or federal level in
order to avoid lengthy legal battles as they seek to accomplish their goals.
!his means active involvement in politics.

It is pertinent to ask whether

the degree of alienation from the community will affect the ap:)roach these
organizations will take in se0king favorable legislation in the same way
that the degree of alieD&tion will affect the future of reletions of teach•

ere with school boards and administrators.
What will be the effect of teacher power on some of the nation's

moat pressing social problems?

This 111ay very well. depend upon the extent

to which alienated feelings of teachers build bridges or walls between

themselves and other groups.

There are different views on this subject.

Following are two representative views, one is favorable, the other

pessimistic.
One teacher says, "• •• it is time for us to say that a united

teaching profession can b& militant for moral issues ••• "1
•1 • • •

Another view:

so long as the unions and other teacher 01·ganizations see their primary

role as protection of the narrow interests of their membership, teacher
power will only be another nail in the coffin of.:.:a participatory public

education system in the United States. 02
1Jonathan Kozol, "'teacher Militancy Can Save the Schools, 11 Education
Digest.,

34

(November, 1968), 24.

2Marilyn Gittell, "Teacher Power a.ad Its lmpl.ications for ~rban
Education," Education Di est, 34 (November, 1968), Z(.
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All of these specuh1tions about the iuture impact of the growing
militancy of teacher organizations revolve around the question of.' leadership.
Wh~t

kinds of people hl1ve influence in shaping the policies of teachers

organ1z.il·':.ions?

.At the presont ti:ne this question ia ;11ost relevant as it

applies to t.."ie leaders of

milit~nt

organizations 'Within local school

districts, since that ia where the present thrust of the militant movement
is directed.

et:·ective

It

m,.9y

l~adership

be that such will always be the case.

Whether the

remains at the local level or transfers to state and

national levels, the question of the degree ot alienation which chRracter-

izes these individuals remains valid.

The highly alienated who are also

influential leaders will ,five orsanizations defferent direction than
leaders who have a low degree of alieMtion.

There is a great deal at stake for teachers and for society in the
futurs course of teacher organizations.

'l'he concept of alienation as a

tool in helping to understand these organizatioilS could be of great value.
At the srnae ti.me, a systematic study of militancy

l'llS

it is growing might

tell us s great deal about the ways in which alienation affects group
behavior and con3equently the social relationships of a community.

Now is

the time for such systematic study to begin, if we want to know more about
the future direction of our educational system, and, as sociologists, if
~e

want to take advantage of an oppor.tunity to atudy a deYeloping conflict

situation fr.om its early stages onward.

APPENDIX
SURVEY OF TEACHER ATTITUDES
CONCERNii~G

TEACHER ORGANIZATIONS

I. In this section we are attempting to get an objective view of the teaching
conditions which prevail in your district. Circle the number which is fJo
the right of the answer that best describes your district.
1. The size (student population of my school district is
Under 500 ••••••••••• 1
501 to 1500 ••••••••• 2
1501 to 2999 •••••••• 3
3000 or more •••••••• 4
2. The average class size in ary school district is

15 to 20 •••••••••••• 1
2l to 25 •••••••••••• 2
26 to 30 •••••••••••• 3
31 to 35 •••••••••••• 4
Over 35 ••••••••••••• 5

3. In my district the average number of classes per day,
including study halls, is

Lees than five •••••• l
Five •••••••••••••••• 2
Six••••••••••••••••·3

More than six ••••••• 4
4. I teach the following number of classes each day,
including study halls.
Less than five •••••• l
Five ••.••••••••••••• 2
Six•••••••••••••••••3

More than six ••••••• 4

5. I spend the following number of hours per week working on
non-teaching assignments during school hours (cafeteria
supervision, hall duty, washroom duty, etc.)
0 to 5 hours ••.••••• l
6 to 10 hours ••••••• 2
More than 10 hours •• 3
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6. I have the following nu:nber of hours each week for
preparation during school hours
Less than five •••••••• 1
Fiv•••••••••••••••••••2

Six ••••••••••••••••••• 3
More than eix ••••••••• 4

7. I spend the following num •. er of hours per week, on the
aYerage, on extra-curricular assignments without extra
compensation (student clubs, chaperon assignments,
curriculum development, etc.)
O to 5•••••••••••••••• 1
6 to 10 ••••••••••••••• 2
ll to 15 •••••••••••••• 3
More than 15 •••••••••• 4

8. With regard to autonomy of the teacher in the classroom,
I would describe my district as

Very rigid ••• ·••••••••• l

Somewhat rigid •••••••• 2
A little rigid •••••••• 3
Not at all rigid •••••• 4

9.

Does a teachers• organization function in your district
to represent teachers in negotiations or discussions with
the administration and/or the school board regarding matters
of salary and/or working conditions?
•tes ••••••••••••••••••• 1

~·

No••••••••••••••••••••2

}.If •yes, which of the following? Circle all that applJ'.•

Affiliate of the American
Federation of Teachers •••••••••••••••••••• l
Affiliate of the State or National
Education Association ••••••••••••••••••••• 2
Local Unaffiliated Group •••••••••••••••••••• 3
Informal Group ••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••• 4
10 a. Is there a teachers' organization in your district whiob
bas an exclusive bargaining contract with the school board?
•1 ••••••••••••••••••••• 1

J?.•

No••••••••••••••••••••2

If •yes, circle one.

Affiliate of the American
Federation of Teachers •••••••••••••••••••• !
Affiliate of the State or National
F.ducation Association ••••••••••••••••••••• 2
Local Unaffiliated Group •••••••••••••••••••• 3
Informal Group••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••4
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II. In this section we are attempting to get as complete a picture of you as a
teacher and a person as is possible in this type of questionnaire. Circle
the one number to the right of the answer which best describes you.
11. Your sex.
Male ••••••••••••••••••• l
Female ••••••••••••••••• 2

12. Your age.
21 to 25 ••••••••••••••• 1
26 to 30 ••••••••••••••• 2
31 to 35 ••••••••••••••• 3
}6 to lto ••••••••••••••• 4
41 to 50 ••••••••••••••• 5
OTer 50 •••••••••••••••• 6

13. Your marital status.
Singl••••••••••••••••••l
Married •••••••••••••••• 2
Widow or Widower ••••••• 3
Separated or Divorced •• 4

14. If you are married and have children who rely on you for their
support, would you please indicate the number of such children.
None ••••••••••••••••••• l
One •••••••••••••••••••• 2
Two •••••••••••••••••••• J
Three •••••••••••••••••• 4
Four ••••••••••••••••••• 5
More than four ••••••••• 6
15. Your race.
Caucasian •••••••••••••• l
Negro •••••••••••••••••• 2
Other •••••••••••••••••• 3
16. A• Your religious affiliation.

*Proteatant ••••••••••••• 1
Catholic ••••••••••••••• 2
Jevisll ••••••••••••••••• 3
Other •••••••••••••••••• 4
No atfiliation ••••••••• 5

!?•

If •Protestant, please indicate denomination.

....

.......-

--~----------------
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17. Row do you prefer to identify yourself in terms ot
R()l~tical preference?
Conservative Democrat •••••••••••• l
Moderate Democrat •••••••••••••••• 2
Liberal Demoe~at ••••••••••••••••• 3
Conservative Republican •••••••••• 4
Moderate Republican •••••••••••••• 5
Liberal Republican ••••••••••••••• 6
Con.servstive Iudependent ••••••••• 7
MOderate Independent ••••••••••••• 8
Liberal Independent •••••••••••••• 9
No preferenc••••••••••••••••••••lO
18. Including the 1967-68 ;year as a full year, how many
years have you been in full-time teaching?
0 to 5 years ••••••••••• l
6 to 10 years •••••••••• 2
ll to 15 years ••••••••• 3
16 to 20 years ••••••••• 4
21 to 25 yeara ••••••••• 5
More than 25 years ••••• 6
19. In how UlaDJ different school districts have you been
emplo;ted during your years of full-time teaching?
On••••••••••••••~••••••l

Two •••••••••••••••••••• 2
Three••••••••••••••••••3
Four ••••••••••••••••••• 4
Fiv••••••••••••••••••••5

More than five ••••••••• 6
20. Including the 196?-68 year as a full year, how many years have

you spent in full-time teaching in your present district?
0 to 5 ye4rs ••••••••••• 1
6 to 10 1•a~a •••••••••• 2
11 to 15 years ••••••••• 3
16 to 20 years ••••••••• 4
21 to 25 7ears ••••••••• 5
More than 25 years ••••• 6
21. Indicate th•:? category of your salary (for your regular

teaching position only, excluding sUJ1111er school and
night school) for the

1967-68 school year.

$5,000 to 5,750 •••••••• 1

to \)"' t """""i,J
,;;:.·v, • ••••••• 2
16,501 to 7,2.50 •••••••• 3
$7,251 to 8,voo •••••••• 4
$8,001 to 8,750 •••••••• 5
SB,751 to 9 ,500 •••••••• 6
~1';,7:;1
'tr/
_,,
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$9,501 to 10,2,50 ••••••• 7
$10,251 to ll,000 •••••• 8
lll,001 to ll,7,50 •••••• 9
ill,?51 to 12,500 ••••• 10
More than $12,500 ••••• 11
22. Indicate the number of additional wage-earniag positions
you hold in addition to your regular teaching position,
including awnmer emplo71Dent.
Non••••••••••••••••••••l

one •••••••••••••••••.•• ~
T'wo •••••••••••••••••••• J

Thr••··················4
More than tluree •••••••• 5
23. Indicate the range of your total yearly income from i!!_
eoureea of et11ployment, including self-employment. Do
not include income from rent$l8 or interes.
i5,000 to 6,5<X) •••••••• l
16,501 to 8 1 000 •••••••• 2
$8,001 to 9,,500 •••••••• ,
i9,501 to 11,000 ••••••• 4
$11,001 to 12,500 •••••• 5
$12,501 to 14,ooo •••••• 6
$14,001 to 15,!)00 •••••• ?
$15,501 to 17,0<X> •••••• o
$17,001 to 18,500 •••••• 9
Over $18,500 •••••••••• 10
24. !.• Into wnich category does 1our father's oocupati<m full'.:1
If he had more than one occupation during his life, circlo
the one in wbich he spent most of hi§ tim~.
Unskilled laborer ••••••••••••••••••••••• l
Skilled laborer ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2
Military •••••••••••••••••••••••• ~·······'
Government service •••••••••••••••••••••• 4
Clerical worker ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 5
Management••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••6

Sales position •••••••••••••••••••••••••• ?
Professional (doctor, 1.l'twyer,
social work, etc) ••••••••••••••••••••8

Teacber ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 9

Self-employed businessman •••••••••••••• 10
with his own farm ••••••••••••••• 11
Farmer working for someone else •••••••• 12
F~rmer

!?_. Pteaae'J:.fi•• a brief description and indicate the type of agency or firm
for which your father worked (e.g., foreman in a foundry).
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25. Which of the following categories would identify your
father's socioeconomic standing in his community?
Upper class •••••••••••• 1
Upper middle class ••••• 2
Middle middle class •••• 3
Lower middle class ••••• 4
Working class •••••••••• 5

26. In which of the following ways would you identify the community
in which you grew up?

Large city (5<)(),000 or more) •••••••••••••• l
Suburb of such a city ••••••••••••••••••••• 2
Medium size city (100,000 to 499,999) ••••• 3
Suburb of such a city ••••••••••••••••••••• 4
Small city (25,000 to 99,999) ••••••••••••• 5
Suburb of such a city ••••••••••••••••••••• 6

Small town (2,.500 to 24,999) •••••••••••••• 7
Rural town (2,499 or leas) •••••••••••••••• 8
Open farm ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 9

27. How many years did you spend in each type of school listed below? Please

AJ.l

in the correct number of yeara.

(Do not include kindergarten)

Elementa17
Years

Tzpe of Auspices
~l-8~
Public School ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Denominational Parochial School •••••••••••••• (
)
Private, non-denominational school ••••••••••• (
)

High School

Years

~l-4~

(
(

)
)

28. How ma?J3 years did you spend in each type of school on the undergraduate
college level? Please fill in the correct number of years.
Private denominational liberal arts college or university •••••••••• (
Private non-denominational liberal arts college or university •••••• (

)
)

State UniversitY•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••<
Teachers Colleg••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••(

)
}

29. Circle the highest level of education you have attained.
Bachelor's .Degree •••••••••••••••• !
Bachelor's .Degree+ 15 hours ••••• 2
Master's Degree •••••••••••••••••• 3
Master's Degree + .30 hours ••••••• 4
Doctorate and above •••••••••••••• 5
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30. How do you perceive zour own socioeconomic status at
the present time ae eomP!red to that of your father?
Mine is mucl£ higher ••••••••••• l
Mine is a little higher ••••••• 2
Mine is about the same •••••••• 3
Mine is a little lower •••••••• 4
Mine is ver1 much lower ••••••• 5
Jl. How active are you in any types of community orgaaizations? If you do
!21 belong to the type indicated, circle !t,. Circle your degree of
activity for each type to which you do belong.
Extent to which you are active.
Community Organizations
!!£l. SOllle!8ft Inactive pees not appl:r
A. Government sponsored {planning
commission, etc.) ••••••••••••• 1
2
3
4
B. Voluntary Community {Kiwanis,
Citizens' Council, etc.) ••••• l
2
3
4
C. Church-related (Holy Name,
Sodality, Young People's, etc.)l
2
3
4
D. Fraternal (Elks, Moose, etc.) •• l
2
3
4

32. Wmthdr:ega•dpeocemaegvo•pa to which you belong, for bow m&J1Y years during
your years in teaching have you either served on a committee and/or held
an office in the organization? Write "O" if never.
Years on
Years
Community Organizations
Committee
Held Office
A. Government Spgruub1u14! (planning
)
(
)
commission, etc.) ••••••••••••••••••••••••• (
B. Voluntary Community (Kiwanis,
)
)
(
Citizens• Council, etc.) •••••••••••••••••• (
c. Church-related (Holy Name,
(
)
)
Sodality, Young People's, etc.) ••••••••••• (
D. haternal
)
(
)
(Elks, Moose, etc.) ••••••••••••••••••••••• (
III. The following items measure attitudes of the school board, the adminis-

tration,
psecific
to which
problems

the teachers, the community, and the news media with regard to
problems faced by teachers. You are asked to decide the extent
each of these ia aware of and concerned about each of the
listed.

33. How would you describe the attitude of the school board in your district
regarding each of the problems listed? Please circle one after each
proble9.
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How much you feel the ~-a....r_d_i_s_a._w_a...r..,e......&.....,c..,o...n..c_e....r...,n...e....d.
Somewgt
Not at all
Verz
Class Size ••••••••••••••••
l
2
3
Salaries ••••••••••••••••••
1
2
3
Problem Considered

Extra Curricular
Assignments ••••••
2
l
Non-Professional Duties •••
l
2
3
2
l
3
Work Load•••••••••••••••••
2
l
3
Autono1111••••••••••••••••••
l
2
Preparation Tim•••••••••••
3
Teachers' Organizational
Activities ••••••••••
2
l
34. How would you describe the attitude of the superintendent in your district
regarding each of the problems listed? Please circle one number after
each problem.
Problem Considered
How much you feel the superintendent is aware
and concerned.
Class Size ••••••••••••••••
2
l
3
Salaries ••••••••••••••••••
2
l
3
Extra Curricular
Aasignments ••••••
l
2
3
Non-Professional Duties •••
1
2
3
Work Load •••••••••••••••••
1
2
3
2
l
3
Autonomy••••••••••••••••••
Preparation Time ••••••••••
l
2
3
Teachers• Organizational
Activities ••••••••••
1
2
3

'

35. How would you describe the attitude of the principal in your district
regarding each of the problems listed?
each problem.

Please circle one number after

How much ;y:ou teel the :e.£incipal is aware 1 etc.
Very
Not at all
Somewhat
Class Size •••••••••••••••
l
2
3
l
2
3
Salarie••••••••••••••••••
Extra Curricular
Assifpnenta •••••
l
2
3
1
Non-Professional Duties ••
2
3
l
2
3
Work Load••••••••••••••••
l
2
3
Autonom1•••••••••••••••••
Preparation ••••••••••••••
l
2
3
Teachers' Organizational
Activities •••••••••
1
2
3
Problem Cons!dered
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36.

How would you describe the attitude of the teachers in your district
regarding each of the problems listed? Please circle one number next to
each problem.

Problem Considered

Class Size ••••••••••••••••
Salaries ••••••••••••••••••
Extra-Curricular
Assignments ••••••
Non-Professional Duties •••
Work Load•••••••••••••o••o
Autonomy ••••••••••••••••••
Preparation Time ••••••••••
Teachers' Organizational
Activities ••••••••••

!,ow Much
Verz
l
l

l
l
l

l
l
l

zou

feel the teachers are aware 1 etc.
Not at all
Somewhat
2
3
2
3
2
2
2
2

2

3
3
.3
3
3

2

3

37. How would you describe the attitude of the erents of the children you
teach regarding each of the problems listed? Please circle one number
after each problem.
Problem Considered

_Ho°"!w_m...u_c_h__.1._o_u_f_e_e_l_pa
__r_e_n_t_s_a...,r_e_a.._w
...a,..r...e_&__c..,o...n,..c...e...r_n.,e_d.

Verz

Sqmewhat

Class Size................

l

2

Salaries••••••••••••••••••
Extra-Curricular
Assignments......
Non-Professional Duties...
Work Load.................
Autonomy..................
Preparation Time..........
Teachers' Organizational ••
Activities..........

l

2

Not at all
3
3

l
l
l
l

2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3

l

2

3

38.

l

How would you describe the attitude of the news media regarding the
problems listed? flease circle one number after each Eroblem.

How much zou feel the news media are aware 1 etc.
Somewhat
Not at all
!!.a.
l
2
3
Class $~•••••••••••••••••
Salaries ••••••••••••••••••
l
2
3
Extra-Curricular
Assignments •• ~ ••• l
2
3
Non-Professional Duties •••
l
2
3
Work Load •••••••••••••••••
l
2
.3
Autonomy ••••••••••••••••••
l
2
3
Preparation Time ••••••••••
l
2
3
Teachers' Organizational
Activities ••••••••••
l
2
3

Problem Considered

U8

39.

~·

Have you ever thought about leaving the teaching field?
•tes••••••••••••••••~•••l

No••••••••••••••••••••2

.!!• If •yes, how seriously? Circle one.
I have thouget about it, but not
seriousl7 ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1
I have given it serious consideration but have decided ~ to
lea•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••2

I am giving it serious consideration at the present time •••••••••• 3
I have definitely decided to leave
high school tescbing •••••••••••••• 4

40. If tbu:nrere to leave the field of hign school teaching, could you give a
brief description of the type of job and agency in which you would be
most likely to seek employment (school administration, college teaching,
government service, etc.)

41. If there is an organized group in your district which represents teachers
in negotiations or discussions with the administration and/or the school
board regarding matters of salary and/or working conditions, how would
you de5cribe the activities of the group. Please answer tor all the
S!"..2!!P.S tha~~n_jn zour district, whether or not you are a member.
Rating of Teacher Orgal.dzations in Your District
Too
About
Too
Not Present
Teachers• Organizations Docile
Right
AgfkFessiv!
a,n District
American Federation of
lt
Teachers •••••••••••••• 1
2
State or National Education Association
4
Affiliate •••••••••••••• l
2
3
Unaffiliated Local
4
Orgsnization ••••••••••• l
2
3
4
Informal Group ••••••••••••••• 1
2
3

'

42. How active are you in any of the teachers' organizations in your district?
If you do !21 belong to the organization indicated, circle !J;. Circle your
degree of activity for each of the organizations to which you belong.
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Qrganization

Extent to which vou are active
Somewhat
Inactive Does Not Apply

Y~rz

American Federation of
Teachers Affiliate..........
State or National :Education
Association Affiliate.......
Unaffiliated Local
Organization •••••••••••••••
Informal Group ••••••••••••••••

1

3

l

3

l

l

2.
2

4
4

3
3

43. Witb regard to the teachers' organization to which you belong, for how
many years durlng your years in teaching have you either served on a
committee and/or held off'ice in the organization.

organizations to which you belong.
Qrganization

Answer for all of the

Write 110" if never.

Yoors en
Committee

American Federation of
Teachers Affiliate ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• {
State or National Education
Association Affiliat•••••••••••••••••••••••••••(
Unaffiliated Local Organization•••••••••••••••••• (
Informal Gl·ouJi ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• (

Years
Held Office

)

(

)

)

{

)

)

(

)

)

(

)

44. With regard to the teachers' organization or organizations to which you
belong, to wh&t ext•nt do you attend the regular meetings of the organi•
zation?
Ft-eguency of rour Attenda~~~ ~~-~!s:!!lGf H~etingg
Attend Every
Attend
Attend
Attend
Organization
Meeting
!reguently Occasionally Rarel:
American Federation of
4
Teachers Affiliate ••••••••
2.
l
3
State or National Education
4
Association Affiliate •••••
2
l
3
Unaffiliated J,ocal Org. ••••
4
2
l
3
4
2
l
3
Informal Grou~··••••••••••••

45. a. Would you say u.at there are factors, in addition to personal belief

or commitmeut,

at wo1·k in your district that are conducive of teachers
joining one of the teachers' organizations?
*Y••••••••••••••••••••••l

No••••••••••••••••••••2
~·

If •yes, please give a brief' description of what they are.

{l)______~------------~~----~------~~------~
<2>------~--~----~~--~~~~--~~~~~~--~
(3)
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46. How would you describe your feeling about the amount of compensation
you receive (for teaching only)?
I feel that I am overpaid ••••••••••••••• l
l feel my pay is satisfactory ••••••••••• 2
I feel that I am underpaid •••••••••••••• 3

47. In the following items you are asked

to compare the amount of work that
you do and the salary you receive with persons in other occupations.
taking into consideration self needs and the needs of your family, if you
have one. Do you, for instance., feel that your income is too much, about
right, or too little when compared to the amount of work acivil engineer
does for his money? Circle one after each occupation.

Comeared to Each of 'l'heaea
OCC!lfi\TION

Hz Teachip.g Income ia:
TOO KUCH

ABOUT RIGHT

College Teachers ••••••••••••••••••••••••
Other High School Teachers ••••••••••••••
Elementary School Teachers ••••••••••••••
Doctors........ . • • . • • • • • . . • . • • . • • . • • • . • • .

l
l
l
l
Lawyer•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1
Middle Management Personnel ••••••••••••• l
Social Workers••••••••••••••••••••·••••• 1
Ministers and/or Rabbis ••••••••••••••••• l
Carpenters•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1
Parents of the children I teach ••••••••• 1

TOO LIT'l'LB

2
2
2
2
2

3

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3

2

3
3
3
3

48. In the following items you are asked to decide what you think the attitude
of each of the reference gr2ups would be toward the idea contained in each
of the statements. Then you are asked to indicate how you feel about the
idea.
A. "The teachers should have active representation when the school board draws
up the y-early budget ...
Referent• Groups

This 2•rson or grouv would probably •••

Approve
Very Much
Board of Education.......
l
Superintendent...........
1
Principal................
l
Editor--Local Newspaper..
l
Typical Parent...........
1
I MJ-selt.................
l

Approve
Somewhat
2
2
2
2
2
2

Disapprove
Somewhat

Diaapprove
Verz Much

3

4
4
4
4
4

3
J

3
3

3

4
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B. "The faculty should have a voice in the selection of certain
administrators."
Reference Groups

This person or group would :erobabll•••

Approve
Verx. Much

Board of Education.......
Superintendent...........
Principal................
Editor--Local Newspaper..
Typical Parent...........

l
l
1

l

l

I Myself.................

l

Approve
Somewhat

Disapprove

2
2
2
2

3'
3
3
3
3

2
2

Somewhat

Disapprove
Very Much

4

4
4
4
4
4

C. "All agreements between the faculty and the administration and/or the

school board should be made in writing."
Reference Groups

1'his l?erson or grou1i would Erobablz •••
Approve
Approve
Disapprove
Disapprove
Somewhat
Somewhat
Verz Much
Ver:. Mu~!!

Board of Education •••••••
Superintendent ••••••••••••

Principal ••••••••••••••••
Editor--Local Newspaper ••
Typical Parent •••••••••••
I Myself •••••••••••••••••

l
l
l
l
l
1

2
2

2
2
2

2

3

'
3
3
3
3

4

4
4
4
4
4

D. "Teachers are entitled to a grievance procedure which insures the possibility of appeal from administrative decision in such grievances."
This person or ig:oue would probablz •••
Disapprove
Approve
Approve
Disapprove
Very Much
Veq Much
Somewba t
Somewba t
4
Board of Education.......
l
2
3
4
Superintendent...........
l
2
3
4
Principal................
l
2
3
4
Editor--Local Newspaper..
l
2
3
4
Typical Parent...........
1
2
3
Reference

Grou~

I Myself.................

1

2

3

4

E. "Teachers' organizations should have cuntrol over certification procedures
in their state."
Reference Groups
This l_?•rson or group would pzybablz •••
Disapprove
Approve
Disapprove
Approve
Very Much
Somewhat
Somewhat
Verx Much
Board of Education.......
l
4
2
3
4
Superintendent...........
l
2.
3
4
Principal................
l
2
3
4
Editor--l..ocal Newspaper..
l
2
3
2
:;
4
~self.................

I

l
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F. "Teachers should take an active pert in community affairs, where they
reveal strong and definite views on controversial matters."
Reference Groups
'fhis person or group would pr9bably •••
Approve
Approve
Disapprove
Disapprove
Very Much
Very Much
Somewhat
Somewhat
Board of Education.......
l
4
2
3
Superintendent...........
l
4
z
3

Principal................

l

2

Editor--Local Newspaper..
typical Parent...........

l
1
l

2

I

~self.................

2
2

3
3
3
3

4

4
4
4

G. "Teachers should feel tree to deal in class with almost any matters that

come up, and in particular they should insist that controversial
topics must be a part of the curriculum."
Reference Groups
This person or group would probably •••
Approve
Approve
Disapprove
Disapprove
v,ry Much So•ewbat
Somewhat
Verz Much
Board of Education.......
1
2
}
4
Superintendent...........
l
2
3
4
Principal................
1
2
3
4
Editor--Local Newspaper..
l
2
3
4
TYPical Parent...........
l
2
3
4
inay

I Myself •••••• -...........

1

2

3

4

B. "Teachers should have the right to organize into groups for the purpose
of making demands regarding salaries, working conditions, and all other
matters pertaining to their work."

Reference Group•

Thia Rerson or group would probabll•••
Approve
Approve
Disapprove
Disapprove
Somewhat
Somowbs t
Verz Much
!.!r: Muc,'tl
Board of Education.......
1
2
3
4
Superintendent...........
·1
2
3
4
Principal................
l
2
3
4
4
Editor--Local Newspaper..
l
2
3
4
Typical Parent...........
1
2
3
if
I M1eelf.................
l
2
3
I. "Teachers should have the right to strike."
Reference Grou,es
This ~erson or .rrou~ would probablz •••
Approve
Approve
Disapprove
Disapprove
Sotaewhat
Very Much
Somewhat
Ver,;y: M!Ch
}
Board of Education •••••••
4
l
2
Superintendent •••••••••••
2
4
1
3
Principal ••••••••••••••••
4
l
2
3
Editor--Local Newspaper ••
l
2
4
3
Typical Parent •••••••••••
l
2
4
3
I Myself •••••••••••••••••
l
2
4
3
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49. Indicate the rank that would best describe your feeling about high school
teaching on each of the following items.
Items
qn this item I would rate high school teaching:
Very
Rather
Not so
Very
High
High
High
Low
Prestige and respect •••••••• 1
2
At
3
4
Intellectual demanda.. •.• • • • • 1
2
3
Satisfaction of

self-direction ••••••• 1

3

2

Opportunities tor self-

expression and utilization
of capabilities ••••••••••• l
Com;peti ti on. • • •.• • • • • • • .. • • • • • 1

so.

4
4

2
2

How many oloae friends do yo',l. have in your coml'iu.mity
outside of the teaching field?
None ••••••••••••••••••• l
Few (1-J) •••••••••••••• 2

(4-9) ••••••••••••• 3
Many (10 or more) •••••• 4

Some

51· Considering the real worth of e good teacher's contributions
to society, what would be an adequate and deserved yearly
income for a high school teacher?
$6,000 ••••••••••••••••• 1
$9,000 ••••••••••••••••• 2

t12,ooo •••••••••••••••• 3
Sl.5,000 •••••••••••••••• 4
$1R,ooo •••••• ~·····••••5
,52. I::.dicate your feeling about high i>chool teachi1~ b:t circling one·
aMwer for each of the follolVing questious.

Undecided
A. If you had your career to plan agai.n,

z

B. Would you er:courage a !2!! of )Ours to teach'? •• l
c. Do you think auccesstu.l businessmen would be

2

3
3

if their eons decided to teach? •••••• l

2

3

would you teach?•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1

ple~~ed

D. Would you feel free to vrite and sign. a

letter of a critical nature of your

local newspaper? ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• l
E. If serious charg<& of misconduct were brought
agair..st you, would the public be inclined to
disbelieve them? ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1

2
2

3

2.

3

F. It scmcone said thet teachers are people of

low drives, ambitions, and material needs;
would you agree? ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• l
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- Yes

a.

Someone bas reasoned in the following manner:
"America has a society that is materialistic.
High school teachers have amassed little of
this material. Therefore. high school teachera are failures and deserve no prestige."
Would you say that public opinion agrees
with this reasoning? ••••••••••••••••••••••••••
H. Have you noticed any trend toward improved
prestige of high school teachers in recent
years? ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
I. Have you !!!!:, felt embarrassment for being
a high school teacher? •••••••••••••••••••••••
J. Have you !!!£ felt pride because you are a
high school teacher? •••••••••••••••••••••••••

No

Undecided

1

2

l

2

3

l

2

3

l

2

3

53. All things considered, how happy do you feel you are
with your present life?
Very happ7 ••••••••••••• l
Happy •••••••••••••••••• 2
Fairly happy ••••••••••• }
Not so happJ•••••••••••4
UnhappJ••••••••••••••••5

-

THANK YOU VERY MUCH I
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